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Charleston places new requirements on keg permits
City asking for
photo I.D. to
ensure accuracy
Bv EarN MlllfR
CITY £01T01t

Charleston's keg permit policy will
change Saturday m prevent la:g permits
with Wll'Cldable or false infonnarion.

s

Along with filling out a permit when
pwt:hasing a keg, the customer needs
to pre.cnr a State-issued photo idenrifi·
canon, which will be photocopied.
A copy of the identification needs
to be attached ro a copy of dle permit,
which will be given to the rusromer
and
the
CharJcsron
Police
Department.
The retailers will aJso keep a copy of
the permit for their own records.
"Over the course of the past several

months, we have had an increase in keg
pamirs being unreadable or haYing fJ.lsc
info." said Deputy Chief Mark Jenkins
of the Charleston PolKX Deparonent.
In the past, a copy of the photo
idenrification was not needed, but the
police deparrment hopes thrs will
eliminate some of the problems.
About 10 pe!Wlt of.kcg permits are
urueadabk: or have false information,
Jenkins said.
"It will make thin~ h.a.rdtt because

you have co include a photocopy,"
said Greg Neighbors, manager at
Gateway Liquors.
Along with a photocopy of the cus-tomer's identi6cation, the sales clerks
have to ~ign the permits to prove they
verified the informarion.
In the event of an aJcohol-relared
crime, the keg permit may give the
police department a way to find our
who bought the keg and from where.
If a keg is purchased outside of

Charleston, the customer needs to go
to the CharlC!>ton Police Department
to fill our a permit between thcir nor·
mal busi.n~ ho~m of8 a.rn. to 5 p.m.
Neighbors said the biggest problem
Gateway Liquors has im'Olving keg
permits is running out of them, nor
unreadable or fictitious permits.
Kegs at Gateway Liquors range
&om $46 to $77.50, he said.
Ifa person has a keg without a per·
mir, they will receive a $500 fine.
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Recent aHack gives new resonance to Take Back the Night march

C ARRI( H O lLI Sffi IH~l!.Y EASTtRN ~

1t111ttn of Delta Sipu Tlltta prtlllf Staul Auatlt CHIIIfill a1d ll1fcirutiol Strvict (SACIS) witll 1 "Take lack t'H lficllt" Hlllr for the .aro~ at the C•pa Pond ThtnU, tteailc.

With sc:xual assault on the rise, a
diverse group of more than 400 stu·
dents gathered to say "no."
Sntdcnrs, survivors and voluntetrs
gathered at rhe campu~ pond
llmrsday for the 16th annual Take
Back the Night M:uch.
\Vith the recem stabbing near cam·

pus, most participants fell this march
had a higher significance than those in
the pasr.
"One of the girls that ~ att:K:ked
was in our house," said Mcghan Bell,
sophomore demenrary education
major. "1 had a friend in high sd"IOOI that
was raped. You hear stories. but it does
not become real ro you until it happens
to one of your sisters or friends."
More thaJ\ half of rhc Kappa Delta

house wa.o. present for the march to
show their support.
"We don't go anywhere alone anymore; ~ are always driven,.. Bell said.
"It is very important that women ;ue
safe. We do not w.mt this to happen
again."
Many of Eastern's athletic teams
and sororities joined in the march.

has been an outward display ofcultural backgrounds and pr.~cricc.~ in a
small town.
"The most importam thing is cl1e
originality here in Charbron," said
Marianne Farrar, owner of Marianne's
Euro Deli.
Originating in Munich, Gcrrruny,
Oktobcrfest is the world's biggest fair.
Ir is attended by mo~ than 6 mil·
lion people who drink an average of 5
million lirers of b«r and consume

approximatdy 200,000 pairs of pork
sausage from Sept. 17 to Oct. 3.
This ye-.u- marks the 172nd year for
the Oktobcrfest in Germany; Farrar said.
Although the Okto~rfest on the
square will not compare ro the originaJ festival in size or population,
Farrar ha$ made ira point to bring her
home to the ciry of Otarlesron.
Farrar w:u born and raised in
Mannheim. Gmnany; she came to
the United States in the 1970s.

Her succes~> with Oktoberk:.t is
apparent.
"One day ofOktoberfesr is as big as
a whole month of income," she said.
People come from as &r as St. Louis
to anend rhe f~tival, Farrar said.
She will bring this tradition co life
with her homemade cuisine, and surroWlding bars will hdp by serving
beer ro the public.

BY NICOL£ MllSTIAO

ACTI\IITIFS EDITOR

More than 400 students gather fo r
16th annual march
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Oktoberfest
brings
Germany
to life on
square

B'r JENNI~tR ETliER
S T1\H Rl I'OitTTR

German cuisine and polka music
will fill the scrccts of Charleston's
downtown square during thi\ year's
Oktoberfest.
'The owner of Marianne's Euro Ddi,
615 Monroe Sr.. has been organitmg
Oktoberfcst for the p;m six years.
Oktoberfest, also known as Fall
Festival, originared in Germany and

Sfl
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EASTERN NEWS
The Dally.Eastern News 1s produced by I he
studcnh oi f-l>tem Illinois UnivNsity.
h 1s published daily Monday through Friday,
.n Ch.ult•,lon, Ill., <luring fdll and 'Pring
semesters and twic:e weekly dunng 1he
summer tenn except durtng <dmol vatdhons
or examinations. Subscription price: S50 per
wmester, $30 for summt!r, $95 dll y~~ar.
n1e DEN is a member of The Associated Press,
which is enhtl~ to exclusive use uf all articles
appearing in thts paper.
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

TODAY'S EVENTS

All in for poker tournament
University Board will presem a Texas
Hold'em tournament, the first event in
the board's poker tournament series.
The tournament will begin at noon
on Sarurday tn the University
Ballroom in the Marrin Luther King
Jr. University Union.

Hearing testing
Hearing testing will be available

roday at the Speech-LanguageHearing Clinic.
The tesllng, available for infants
Lhrough adulcs, begins ar 12:30 p.m.

Performance artist puts
on Lincoln display
Visiting performance artist Pat
Oleszko will Jead a cast of Eastern
smdenrs in mking an irreverenr

look ar Abraham Lincoln.
The performance will be presented inside the Tarble Arts
Center Atrium, with the auclience
outside Tarble looking into the
building through the east wing's
glass wall. The audience will be
seated on alum.i.rium blea~rs normally used for sporting events on
campus.
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Study abroad
'I p.m. I An informational
meeting for students
interested in studying
abroad. Lawson Basement

Mlusl

. . . . . . . . .D£Nstudentgovegma•l.com
Pttoro 810'011 ••• • •••••• DN~U. WlU&AMs

AlloaAn

PowerPoint workshop
12:30 p.m. !Introductory
workshop to Microsoft's
PowerPoint. Booth Library

/-Iuman Services Building
second floor
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locations on campus

Hearing testing
By appointment I Call
Linda Huddlestun at 581 2712 for appointments or
more information.
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Pay day
All day 1 Paychecks will
be distributed to students
and graduate assistants for
the Aug. 16 - Sept. 15
work period. Various
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• A) "Superbad"
B) " I teet

good"

C) I want a "payback."
D) I didn't go see the show.
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HAVE ASUGGESTION?

DANIEL WI LLIAMSII'Hf·lWIY EASTERN NEWS

VOTE 41! WWW THEDAILY

D1nakeli daai of the Krishna Center in Champaip talks to Keith Toloh, senior art major, and Adriaue HanJer, senior
art major, about tranaoendentalism Thursday in the Ubrary Quad.

EASTERNNEWS.COM •

COLLEGE &UNIVERSITY NEWS

Katrina aid would benefit students

If you have any suggestions or 1deas for
articles you would like to see an The DCN,

MAnHEw JoHNSON

weeks ago ro provide immediate relief

root free to contact us al 581-2812 or by e-mail

U.WIRF (()(' BURFI\Ul

to schools in Louisiana, MissiSSippi
and.AJabama.
However, the bill also contains a
proVIsion to temporarilyoverntming a
1992 rule in order to make federal aid
available fur online srudencs- worrying some wtt:h.in higher education.
"While I suspect the bill 1S quite
wdJ-uneotioned, it contains a provision that has been vety controversial
with higher ed .advocates whose efficacy is really in doubt when it comes to

DENelcOgmail.com

FIND A MISTAKE?
1.Pt us l<now d )'OU flnd a lildual c.>mlt tn 1hP DEN

so we can provide the tOm'ct infonnation to Dlher
readers. Contad lheedrto< at 581-1812 CJf

DENeiCCPpil.com
PHONE: 217·581·2812

fAX: 581-2923

E· MAIL: OENEICOGMAILCOM

NIGHT PRODUCTION STAFF:

WASHINGTON - A new biU
meant to ease the burden of New
Orleans-area coUege studentS displaced by Hurricane Katrina is drawing controversy from some within
higbee education.
lo response to the desauccion
caused by Karrin.a, Sen. Michael Enzi,
R-Wyo., introduced the Hurricane
Kacrina Education Rdief Act two

assisting the Kauina-affecred students," said Barmak Nassirian, associate ex.ecucive director of che American
Association of Collegiate Registnus
and .Admissions Officers.
The issue has to do with what is
referred tO as the "50 percent rule,"
which limited federal aid to colkges
where more than half the courses
offered taught in the classroom setting in order to provide more oversight of how che money was being
spent.

EARLY HEADLINES
Usten to "Wake Up live" with
Rob and Jenn Monday through
Friday for morning headlines on
88.9

or at weiuhltmix.net
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Pastor receives unwanted Viagra
T HE AssociATID PRESS

The pills were charged to his cred- Wednesday.

it card, which the pastor believes was
LINCOlN, Neb. - A pastor stolen wbi.k he was on vacation in
received an unwdcome supply of Canada, according to the Nebraska
Vtagra pills by registered mail earlier Swe Parrot.
"I do see the humor in it. but it's
this month. The 500 pills of the
impotence drug was very unexpect- kind of not the type ofhwnor you'd
ed, he said.
w.mrfuryo~~mep$torsaid

The company that issued the pills
had a Canadian phone number, and
che package had a return address in

India.
All information gath~ was sent
to the FBI, and the unordered phar-

maceuricals were destrOyed.

lad. ma1 falls asleep

while siphoninc gas

MUNCIE. Ind. - A man was
charged with theft after authorities
said he feU asleep while siphoning
gasoline into a 55-gallon tank.
Officers round him asleep inside
his white van next to a 55-gallon tank
and a banery-ope.caced pump. A hose
from the pump led ro the g;as station's underground tank.
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l\1LK Union hosts

third annual
Technology Fair
BY PAT lAMORTt

STAI F Rl'PORllR

New gizmos and gadgets were on
display Thwsday at Eastern'~ third
annual Technology Fair.
The event was hdd at the Grand
Ballroom in me Martin Lumer King
Jr. University Union and was hosred
by Center for Academic Technology
Services, Information Technology
Services and Media Services. Pepsi
supplied free d.rinks for everyone.
John Henderson, director of User
Services for me Cenrer for Academic
Technology Servm and one of the
men respon.,iblc for me fair~ existence, said he was occited ahout the
suppon the ~nt received and gave:
insight on his F.worire new gadget.
"I think rhc noct big thing E.l~em will
pursue is the Voice Over IP by
Consolidated C..ommunicarions," hr: !>aid.
The Voice Over
or Voll~ is a
broadband phone scrv~ce where mcrs
can view their call logs, vniccmailand
addn:ss book online. The phone is
mobile and can be used anywhere a
broadband connection is available.
The number stays the same regardless
of locacion, and users can forward or
block calls at their own di~cion.
Some of the mOSt innovative c«.hnology comes from the cooperacivc
wotk of Apple and CATS. As the

Jessica SteulaH tells
Trawis &restu, ns e.,to,te, celter, anlll n..
llcGiuesa; stnior tlttntntary education •ajor about
the benefits of CISCO
S,Ste111 phones and fax
• aohinea. 8usin11sea catll·
ered in the Martin Luther
Kine Jr. University Union
Thursday for Eastern'• third
annul Ttchnoloo Fair.

m

D AN In W llLIAMsrrHE twt'l' ~Am.RN NJ:WS

number ofiPods used among students
continues ro grow, professors can now
take advantage of the gadgetS' popularity through the new concept of
podcasting. Professors use the device
if.uk co rtCOrd their leaures onto an
iPod. By using an i.nto'&ce mated by
CATS staff member Danny Harvey.

the lectun:.:. are uploadro Onto me
school's sem:r and made av.illable to
srudenrs for easy download.
Apple: also featured the: new iPod
Nano, a compact, lightweight mp3
player with a color LCD screen. This
pencil-thin device can store anywhere
&om 500 to 1,000 son~. depending

3

on the model. They are available in
black or white and can be purchased
at a srudent discount price in the
Union Bookstore.
Epson feat\JJ'Cd the auto-focusing.

user-6iendly Powtdite 83Sp Prujtaor
equipped with a camera, wireless
capabilities and USB hubs. Epson is

hoping ro change me way srudenrs
look at ~with the: new 35x zoom
Visu.'\liz.c:r, a powcmtl microscopic
camera similar in design co the light
bulb projectors srudcrus see in classrooms roday. When pairing the
Vasualizer with the 835p. students can
reach a magnification of70x.
Verizon Wireless had a table full of
phones, and representatives recommended me VX6100 phone for college studenrs because of irs fel.rures
and price.
'
CDW-G gave away T-shim, pens
and sticky pads while representing more
than 100,000 redmologica1 products.
The Technical A..ssociacion of
Graphic Arts showed off produas created using inkjet, heat tranSfer, screen
and offset priming. Among the products were: mouse pads. T-shirrs, mess
balls. ceramics and plaque..
Dell, GatC\vay and HP all displayed
laptops at the &ir.
On-ampu.<> organj:arions that participatfd 'M:re WFJU, School ofContinuing
Educ.uion and Booth Library.
"Thl.'re w;c, a lot of fun technology
here dm I was nor aware of." said
Alisa Rogers, sophomore elementary
cdue1tion major.
Chr~ Mroczek. music roue1rion
major, came specifically to see the
iPod Nano and said he would like to
purchase one if he had the money.
The third annual Technology Fair
was a su~ Henderson said, who is
already envisioning •nc:n year to be
bigger wirh even more vendors
sprtading our inro the b~y of
the Union."

Professors to study students' 'Spiritual Attitudes and Behaviors'
8 Y CiRflCHEN l £ltN£S

STAFF REPORTER

Srudenrs' spiriruality is being put to the 'test'
by rwo Eastern professors.
Barb Walker and Rich Cavanaugh. along with
Walker's colleague. }lllic Wood, a professor at the
University of Northern "Ibcas. arc conducting a
survey titled "Spiritual Artirudo and Behaviors
of College Juniors at EJU."
"The purpose is £0 condua a srudy ro help
assess dtc spiritual beliefs and practico of srudenrs wirh junior ~tarus at EIU during the Fall
2005 semester," Walker s.ud.

The Higher Education Research Institute at
the University ofCalifornia at Los Angdes developed this survey. Walker's request ro usc the survey was gyanred by the UCLA program direcmr,
Jennifer Lindholm.
"Unfortunately, EIU was not picked to participate in me national UCLA survey because of
'demographics."' Walker said. ~They did not
ned Eastern because me narioml survey already
had schools like ours participating."
This survey focuses on junio~ llccauc;c Walker
wants to later compare her results &om the survey
with UCLAS results that only surveyed juniors.
Juniors who have c.amcd more th.m 60 hours

were pickeO to participate specifically because they
have been away 'at school long enough to recognitt a change or sreadiness in their spiriruality.
"I have nor been as spiritual as I normally was
in the past because time: limits this," said A~hley
Eichorst, junior communications disorders and
sciences major. "I do not make mass as often as
I would like to because it is so late on Sunday
nigh~. bur I qiJl believe in God."
Walker is on sabbatical this semester because
~he plans ro devote mOSt of her time to conduCting research and collecting data for this SUJ'\C)'.
"I be: survey takes betwttn 10 and 20 minutes
to complete and asks questions such as "Which
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gender dcmonsa:ues the highest degree of spiriruality?" or "How has college life influenced
spiritual attitudes?" Walker has also added a
question on how one's career choice has affected
his or her spiriruality.
As a health srudies professor, Walker thinks
spirimality conrributcs to a srudent's health.
"Spiritual activity can have an impact on our
health. just as much as physical activity," she said.
Thi~ survey is availJ.blc online uncil the end of
Oaobet, and m;ults will be compiled through
Fcbrwry lOOS. An online report of the re.ults
v.11l be a...-ailable berwecn February and April

2006.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON BY DAVID THILL

COMMENTARY
DAN RENICK
SPORTS EDITOR

W HERE HAVE YOU
GONE,

BoB DYLAN?

Thts week I picked up rhe newest rdeasc by famed director Martin Scorsese not only because he is a great director,
but because it was a documentary about my one of my
favorite musicians, Bob Dylan.
The movie replays Dylan's journey from a small
Minnesota town to Greenwich Village and his rise to fame.
Much of the filin &scusses his musical influence. and the
artists that shaped him.
But, there was an ongoing rheme about his role as the pOetlaureate of a social rebellion and his tide as the voicr of a
generation. In early interviews, reporters ask Dylan about
how he feels being regarded as a ropical songwriter and a
prorest songwriter, which he vehemently denio throughout
the film. Dylan was just writing music he wanted co make.
No marrer whar his inrencions were, Dylan's music no
doubt lud an effect on the way social commentary W.&S prescored in music. He laid the groundwork for other artists ro
write son~ rruly meant for protest that could also be played
in the matnstreanl.
Son~ z.uch as Buffalo Springfield's ..For Wh.u it's Worth,"
The Doors' "Unknown Soldier." and Barry McGuire's "Eve
of Demuction" are valued as much for their des<;ription of a
volatile rime in American histo~ as they are for rhdr acrual
musi01l narurc. These were songs I heaid in my hign sd10ol
American history class ro help interpret the mood of our
country, wherher those son~ were about the civil rights
movement or rhe Vietnam conllict.
But, !>Omc:thing has happened to the mU!>ic !iCCile sinoe
artists like Dylan; much of it has gro\vn apathetic ro these
sorts of political and social issues.
And, really, how different i!> America's siru.ation now than
in the 60's? We are CUJ"TeOdy engaged in a conflict (it's not a
war anymore, remember?) that a majority of America doesn't
agree with. Citizens' First Amendment rights are being
attacked now through the Patriot Act rather than the government crying to suppress protests. True, we don't have anything as monumental as the Civil Right) movement, but
since the war in Iraq and because of attirudes toward Middle
Easterners and Muslims, racism is oertainly an issue our
nation must address.
Yet nothing in out mainstream music reflecrs that. Bands
out there do speak out against it, but not in pop culture like
in the 60's. On the last srudio album from Pearl Jam (my
favorite band), they had a song called "Bushleaguer" that fearured harsh criticisms of George W. Bush like ''Drilling for
fear he keeps the job simple ... Born on third thinks he got a
triple" and "The arisrocrat choir sings 'what's the ruckus' ...
The haves have nor a clue."
Green D-ay nude an effort at some social commentary
with "American Idiot," bur it was mosdy l~r on me hordes
of pre-teen girls who went to buy the album.
It seems that what should have been protest son~ have
been rcpbccd by thinly-veiled attempts at propaganda such
as loby Keith's "Courtesy of the ~. White and Blue."
While artists like Dave Ma«hcws, Bruce Springsteen, John
Mcllencamp and rhe Dixie Chicks all joined up in rhe
Concert for Change to oy and get Bush our office in 2004,
they have done little bt:yond that. In fact, rhe l;bt Dave
Matthews Band song I saw was pretty much like all his others-a sappy-~ love song.
And when it comes to ra~ Eminem's "Mosh" video was a
grc.tt ourpouring of disdain for the rumnt admini!>tration
and the handling of rhe Iraq War •.. 1 mean conflier.
But, out~ ide of that, can you imagine ludacris releasing
~merhing like "Fighrin' All Over the World?"
I think not. Americans would ratlter he-ar a whiney song
about breaking up with their firsr love or ahout pimpin' all
the hoes.

EDITORIAL

Senate's period of inactivity
At \X~ncsda>'s Srudcnt Senate ma:nng. Srudent

Body President Ryan lkrger announml that Paws for
the CnlSC, the schools efforts to raise money for
Hurric:me Kamna -.icrims. reached Its goal of

Pa\'t'S for the Cause has been the dominant news of
Student &>nate
meetmgs th1s year
.md the production,
or lack there of, from

every senate meeting thts semester, but it was largely
the efforts of a few individwls to coordinate campuswide fundrabing efforts into a single unit.

That unit, ofcourse. was duplicating the work being
done by thousands ofclwity organizations arotmd the
At the samt• mectmg. Jillian Ruddy, Student vice
Our
stance
country and did little co impact the ooUege experience
prokknt for l>usmcss alfai~ said ~he would soon be
Student senate h~n t
of the large majority of wrern's studen~.
\tanmg a pbn to mfom1 ~ntdentl> of where their
proclucerlrnuch for
The other major achit"Vements of Srudent Senate
ntition money goes.
thetr sluck>nt ba~e th1
:ocmcstcr
as
they
have
thh sernester include the decision to ciruJlate a survey
The question ~tudcrns have ro he ~king thnnsdves
had to handle m.my
on the shuttle bus program, a revival of the "Fare; nor
is: Whar dse luve you got?
~.arly semester
Ftgt.~res· lobbying dfurr tlut failed la!>t year and a stirA senate with a Strong e:xecuti\'c board and mmy
problems m scttmg up
the
senate
But
now
ring guitar performance.
dtdtcarrd mmlbers has failed ro produce much of
that the :.;e~nester 1s
The srudems of this unive~ity have a right to expca
nmc that will impacr irs cmlStirucncy, th !>tudenrs of six weeks deep the
senilte
flee<k
to
~rt
Ea.~tcm, in a semester that is closing its ~ixth Wttk.
more. and we bdieve the current officers and members
producing more
of the Student Senate are capable of doing it.
The process of srart:i.ng me semester - n,placing
meaningful
Unfortunatdy, if they do not find a new way of
empty senate seats, finding committee chajrs, org:miv
legislation.
beginningsemesters, it scans that by the rime they start
ing the cornmittteS. discussing issues among the comto produce, it will be time for them to step aside for a
mittees and finally writing legislation before it hits the
senare Aoor- has taken so long that it has ground our student J!FIV- new group that will have to follow the same dragging process.
anmem ro a h.alt for a full month and a hal£
Srucknt government must find a W3'f to reorganize or revamp its
The editQria/ is th~ mAjority opinion of
decrion procx:ss so future semesrers can sec a running, rather than
T7~t Daily Eastm1 Nnus ditoriaJ board.
limping. start.

$10.000.

YOUR TURN: LEITERS TO THE EDITOR
ANOTHER VIEWPOINT ABOUT
RACE ON EASTERN'S C PUS
This letter is in responc;e fO me arridc
from &pt. 29, tided "Hare crimes not a
problem at Eastern" While it is certain~·
commendable that F.asrcm has managed ro
avoid experiencing d.!..~ hate crimo,
we nur not want ro be so quick to par ourselves on the backs.
Racial discrimination is too often defined
by its most extreme forms---Lke hate
aimo. k such, racial disaimi.nation i\
understood by many ro be what Professor
Jod Olson (a polilicJ scientist at Northern
Ari7.ona Uniwrsity) mils "rhe product of
ddiberatc intentions and act.ions."J!.mcrging
fiom a con~pruali1.arion of race a.~ a "neu
tr.t.l" descripnvt' carq;ory, raci.ll dic;crinillurion is only intdhgihle as the aruons of

exut:mists, hare mongc~. etc. Olson argues,
"The ~hrenic conch.L\k>n is tha.t
racism is widespread yet perpetuated by an
ignorant few."
This common undcmandmg of racism,
ho~. is flawed in at bst tluee ways,
FtrSt, it docstit properly locate "'cad'
within a history of politiciud rdations
betwttn superior and subordinate groupe;.
Second, by focusing on the intentions of
extremists, it elides the W3}'S tn which racial
fomutions divide people inro discrete. hicrarchiailly arranged groups. normalizing the
power rdarions berwml those groups.
1 hud, it fuiJ.s to see d1e ways in which
unintentional speech and actions {such as
dmigrating Latinos as "foreign" and "illegal," or referring to African A.mcricuts as
those people"). which oficn come from

positions of ignorance and privilcgcd
(white} places in racial fomutions, can be
every bit as racist as calling someone a
"spic" or spray-painting "nigger" on an
A.6ican An1erican's car.
I don't w.mt to be misunderstxxxl here. I
think it's a good rhing that there are apparently no reponed instances of"hate aimes"
at Eastern. 1hu joy. hOWl.'\'el', is tempered
by the somber reali7arion (from my personal experiences here since August} that roo
mmy people have a long way ro go in the
fight against 1<'$ apparent forms of racism,
which hardly are "not a problem at

Eastern."
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Kickin' out the jams at ROCFest
8Y LAURIN G~OZAI.A
SfAfF Rlf'ORUR

Re-;idcnrs On Campus Ftst 2005, which began Monday and
will end Saturday, is a week-long series of events for on-campus
students spon~red by Residence HaU Association.
""lne purpose of ROCFot is to creare some friendly competition bmveen du: halls and allow a time fur rhe on-campus ~idents
ro bond and have a grat time," said RHA rreasurer Peter Salvadori.
Overall winners of ROCFest will receive money to spend on
their ~idence hall improvement fund. Firsr pri1.c i~ $ 100, second
is $75 and third is $50, ~d RHA member Blake Boldt.
..The money that the halls win will be spent on hall improvements such as cooking utensils, DVDs or other things fur the
from desk," SaJvadori said.
The cvmts include olympics in the quad, hall feud, a volleyball
tournament. karaoke night, a semi-fOrmal and a cardboard boatracing contest.
"The events of ROCl~t were all decided by RHA executive
board," said Leah Pietra.SZe"WSki, program and diversiry coordinator for RHA.
"We all brainstormed and decided which events everyone
would have the most fun at, would be best fur ream building and
which would provoke &iendly competition within the halls,"
PictraS'l.CWSki said.
This is the second year ROCFesr has taken place.
"Last year, ROCFest was known as Residence Hall Week. and
the evc:nts that rook place were nor as open to the entire population of students living on campus," Piet:rasUWSki said. "The dif-

MATT MAPLUITHE l.WIY fASnRN Nf\\IS

llaJ Per.ollerta, junior pre-•d major, left, Blake Boldt, aeaior oom•unloation studies 111jor, middle, ud Iathan Leihttr, fresh11a1
politioaJ soie10e ujor aiq "YIICl" d•rlnc ROCFest's karaoke aiPf la ttle ba.._nt of TIIOIIIS laD Tlaursda1 IIPf.
ference this year is that the eventS arc a lot more friendly co all different groups and let anyone and everyone participare, not just
immediate members of RHA."
11Us has increased parcicipation for this year, Boldt said.
"RHA created (innovative) events that increased participation
and built community through the residence halls across campus,"
Boldt said.

Charleston to have weekend
of concerts, marching bands

Police, firefighters return home
Bv Roa SIE8£1T
SfAFf

STAff ArPOIIT

Eascem will have a musical weekend coming up with several different
options for concerts.
On Sarurday beginning ar 10
a.m., Eastern will host the 30th
annual Panther Marching Band

Festival.
More than 15 competing bands
will visit O'Brien Stadium. There

will be a parade competition, classc:s
and a "comments-only" session for
bands that do nor wish to compete.
Twency percent of the ticket proceeds will go to Hurricane Katrina
aid. On Sunday, the Mcrling Trio
opens the 2005-2006 Tarble Arts

Center Chamber Music Series at 3
p.m.
The international rrio brings
together musicians from Polish,
Japanese and Dutch backgrounds.
Founded in 1988, the Trio established itself with its New York debut
in Weill Recital Hall at Carnegie
Hall in 1993 and was named a Analise fur the Naumburg Foundation
Chamber Music Award in 1994.
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Broa<hvay
Christian Church in Mattoon,
WEJU 88.9 and the American Red
Cro~ will hold a Hurricane Karrina
fundraiser with eight local bands.
Donacions are accepted at the
door and will to go ro Katrina relief.

Yet, cvm with increased participation, the numbers are still low.
The majoriry of participants were mernbm of RHA.
"We need more participation for next year," said RHA member
Lauren Kroger.
A ~mi-fonnal dance will take p!.tce tonight ar 9 p.m. in
Pemberton Hall. The c:ardboard boat-racing contest is tomorrow
at 3 p.m. at the Campus Pond. AU events are free.

Rfi'ORff~

Four Charleston firefighters and rwo police officers will
be returning home this weekend after rraveling to New
Orleans to aid in the ciry's recovery.
AU six men volunteered to serve two weeks in the ravaged city.
Steve Bennet, James Calvert, Collin Moon and Capt.
Todd Foster were sent from the Charlesron Fire
Depanment.
Officers Brent Buder and William lawler were deployed
from the Charleston Police Department.
Both teams began serving Sept. 17, and both have been
allowed ro go hotm: sooner than anticipated.
Lawler and Buder were rwo of 120 Illinois police officers
summoned by the Illinois la.w£nfurcement Alarm System
to assist in the altermath of hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
"They were doing security checks," said Charleston
Police Chief Paul Welch. "As I understand, they might have

even made a few arrestS while they were down there."
With their services reqUested by the Murual Aid Box
Alarm System, the four firefighters worked as part of a fire
suppression task force
Charleston Fire Chief Darrell Nees said he has had fre.
quent contact with his men since their deployment; operations have gone smoothly.
"Last I've heard, th~ have not had any problems," he
said
Having sent a total ofcight men to New Orleans in the
pasr month, Nees does noc anticipate his department being
called on again.
•
"We e:xpttt that this will be our last involvement," he
said.
Both departments expressed pride in having been part of
the rdief effort.
"'As firefighters, it's our duty to ~pond in any way we
can, and I think having sent eight personnel down co New
Orleans is a great accomplishmem," Nees said. "Our guys
wanted to do this, and I think it's only natural fur rhem."

University Union Bowling Lanes

COSMIC BOWLING
Open Sam - 2pm M-TR

Friday & Saturday Night
9:30pm - 12:30am

Hi & Sat open til 8pm (NEW)

Phone: 581-7457

614 Jackson Ave.

GREAT RAID(R) DAII.Y6:45 FRI
9:40 SAT SUN MAT 2:00
BROTHERS GRIMM (PG13) DAILY
FRI SAT 9:50 SAT SUN MAT 2:15

Breakfast served anytime

(217)345-5089

NOW
WOULD

BEA
GOOD
TIME

TO
PLACE
ANAD
581-2816

BUY TICKETS ONLINE AT FANOAHGO.COltl
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HIGH-TECH
AT ANY CO ST
BY MAGGIE M OSELEY
STAFF R(I'ORTER

Mp3 players can cost as much as $400 and as little as
$80, depending on size and space available.
Regatdless of rhc player purchased, srudents must
rearrange their often miniscule budge~S to stay on top of
technology.
"My iPod cost $300," said Joe &zenda, junior twOdimensional design major. "It has 1,700 so~ on it and
is still less than half full."
Many srudents find electronics to be a high prioriry, but
not all can afford to. Some srudents have to resort to begging their parents or working hard during summer breaks.
"I set aside for this," said Chris Reger, senior indusaial
technology major, while pointing ro his iPod. "I worked
over the summer."
Other students work year-round to support their need
for elea:ronics.
"I work in the dining hall and save up my money

there," said Anders Gre, sophomore pre-dentistry major.
"Electronics are a major priority. I spend $400 to $500 a
year (on) them."
In the tradition of the poor college studcm, many have
mastered the art of asking mom and dad.
"My parents got ir for me as a birthday present; it's
pretty sweet," said Maria Lollino, junior public relations
major.
Students can avoid paying the initial cost of the iPod,
but hidden com can rise to the surface.
"I got the iTHp (a device that can tune into a car radio,
making the iPod usable in velucles) for around $40,"
Lollino said. "A new ann band (wluch holds an iPod) is
like $20. I am going to upgrade to a new one pretty soon,
so I will have to pay for tha£."
Students larch on co their mp3 players for a multitude
of reasons. Convenience and variety of music often outweigh the main on budgets.
"lc's nice to have in rhe car," Lollino said. "I can just
switch so~ without changing COs."

,...
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Pleasing prospects on horizon for RHA
BY DAVID T Hill

STUDENT GOVERNMENT £DITOR

RHA members are pleasc.d with the way
ROC Fest has gone this week.
The fesdvaJ, whose name stands for
"Residents On Campus," and a drag show were
the items on the agenda for Thursday's
Residence Hall A,ssc)ci'.lti6n meeting.
"E~e is<loing- tunasr.ic job" said leah.
Piet:ras'ZWCSki, diversicy and programming coordinator.
Pierraszweski said she had received questions
as to whether people interested in che semi-for-

mal dance located at Pemberton Hall, but who
bad not previously signed up could still attend.
"Of course," she said. "The more, the rnerrier.
She also said the volleyball tournament scheduled for Wednesday night was canceled because
of bad weather. 1t has been rescheduled for
Monday evening.
Also on the agenda 1bursday night was a
monon tO <fonale money tO the third annuaJ
PRIDE Drag Show.
RHA member Jen Roden spoke to the associarion about the show.
Roden asked members of RHA to go back ro

.

The event, which will be held in che
their respective residence halls and ask residents
for donations as well.
University &.l.lroom on Nov. 28 at 8 p.m., will
RHA has $150 in its budget to go coward feature drag "queens" from Terre Haute, Ind.,
donations to various causes, and the association she said.
can only allocate one-third of that $150 at any
Also at the meeting. Rodney Marshall, profesone time. 1be most RHA could donate would sor of communication srudies, handed our surveys to test information competency to membe $50.
"It (the drag show) is to promote safe sex,"' bcrsofRHA.
Information competency measures whether
Roden said. "It's very professionally done.
However. it costs money. bul we are a small or not srudents have the skills necessary to
. . ,
organt:zatJon.
become lifelong learners, Marshall said.
Half of rhe proceeds of the show are to go
The survey will be handed our to residents at
toward World AIDS Days and victims of the beginning and end of each semester for the
Hurricane Katrina, Roden said.
next three to four years, Marshall said.

Eastern Illinois University
Martin Luthe r King Student Union • 1:00 pm • Mo nd ay • October 3 • 2005
Phipps Auditorium • 6:00 pm • Monday • October 3 • 2005
Recruiting for Walt Disney We>rlcr' Resort, Fl
PRESENTATION ATT£1110ANCE IS REQUIRED 1 PREPARE ONUNI: Al

disneycollegeprogram.com
v..s our
b
QlliJc:lm..
Sd1IIUon; CI;Jr1lid?

Wab llle

~~~~~~
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DeLay to appear in
court in three weeks
THE AssociATtO PRESS

WASHINGTON - Rep. Tom DeLay was summoned to appetr in a
Texas couruoom in three weeks, the initial legal step in his transition from
the second-ranking House Republican to a criminal defendant. Delay,
meanwhile, provided new de£ai.ls Thursday about his behind-the--scenes
dfort to uy ro convince the prosecuted he shouldn't be indicted.
Delay contended that after he recently met voluntarily with prosecutors,
he was led ro believe "it was pretty much over" and he would be spared
indictment in a state cunpaign .finance investigation. Two weeks ago, he said,
the landscape suddenly changed because Travis County District Attorney
Ronnie Earle buckled under pl't'.SSWe from fellow Democrars and the media
-and tried to blame the switch on a "runaway" grand jury.

Homeland SecuritY wants more first-responder grants
to states with higli risk of disaster ·n new budget
WASHINGTON- House and Senate n~uttators approved a $31.9 billion measure Thursday for the Homeland Securiry Depamnent for the budget
ycu- that starts on Sarurday, direaing a higher pen::enrage of first-responder
grants to states with greater risks of disaster.
The measure, which faces a vote next week. would boost the agency's budget by about 5 percent. Democrats said it still would shortdtangehomeland scx:urity. c:specially after the London subway bomb~ in July and the recent hurricanes that suuck the GulfCoast.
"Congress should be approving a more robust homeland security bill," said
Sen. Roben C Byrd ofWest Vuginia. the top negotiator for Senate Democrats.

Roberts takes on Supreme Court
as youngest ever chief justice
THf A~SOOATEO PRESS

WASHINGTON - This time,
the son didn't steal the show from his
dad.
Supreme Court ChiefJustice John
G. Roberts Jr. finally had the spotLight to himself Thursday. becoming
the youngest chief justice of the
United States in two cencuries after
winning support from more than
three-fourths of an often partisancharged Senate.
Robens' rwo-year journey from a
respected buc tittle-known appellate
lawyer ro the 17th chief justice of the
Supreme Court was often punctuated
by the public antics of his rambunctious son, Jack, 4.
When PresidenL Bush first
announced Robcrrs' nominarion ro
the narion's highest court in JuJy, Jack
danced enthusiastically - and most
discractingly- throughout the president's remadcs.

At his confirmation hearing earlier
this month, Jack flexed his muscles
for photographers, then snuggled
into his dad's anns. Two years ago,
during Senate confirmation hearings
on Robens' nomination as a
Washington D.C. federal appeals
judge, Jack and the now 5-year-old
Josephine were present and, it seems,
making some noise. "The committee
has already heard some unscheduled
testimony from my children,
Josephine and Jack," Robern joked
then.
But on Thursday, as their dad was
sworn in at the White House East
Room by Justice John Paul Srevens,
Jack sat potitdy if a bit fidgery in the
front row with his F.unay.
Bush noted that Jack is a "fellow
who's comfortable with the cameras"
to laughter from the crowd. Roberts
got in a dig too, noting his antics earlier in the month. "We found a way
to get Jack into the committee room,

introduced to the committee and
back out again without any serious
crisis," Robens said.
Roberts, 50, will also have ro learn
to handle judicial crises at the
Supreme Court, which is as divided
as the nation over abortion and other
cumulcuous social issues. The court
opens a new term on Monday.
·~u Americans can be confident
that the 17th chief justice of the
United Stares will be prudent in exercising judicial power, firm in defending judicial independence and above
all a faithful guardian of the
Consricution," the president said.
Bush is expected to make a second
Supreme Court norninarion within
days, one that conservatives horx will
move the court to the right.
Replacing Rehnquist with RobertS
keeps the court's current balance, but
replacing the moderate Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor with a conservarive
could tilt it rightward.

Investors confident about stock~t economy 4espite
negative effects of hurricanes Rita and Katrina
NEW YORK - Stocks rallied suongly Thursday as investors grew more
conlldent about the prospeas for the economy despite the impact ofhurricanes
RitaandKaaina..
While many of the hurricanes' long-rerm c:fFects have yer to be determined,
stocks rebounded after two weeks oflosses on bullish comments from analysts
and the government. However, the markets remain relatively unchanged for
the month, and trading was very Ught.
In addition, the market's gains may be short-term, as investors wait for new
economic data that will give Wall Street a bem:r feel for the stonns' dfects on
employment, conswner demand and inuso:ial production. Next months thirdquarter ~will also be an important barometer of the economy's health.

Une:=,oyment from Hurricane Katrina reaches
279
, more job losses expected from Hurricane Rita
WASHINGTON - The number of people our of work because of
Hurricane Katrina has reached 279.000, and many more job losses are
expected because of Hurricane Rita.
The lost jobs, coupled with surging energy prices, are expected to deliver
a sharp blow ro overall economic growth in the second half of this year. Also
of concern is the possibility that any further unexpected spikes in energy
prices could prolong the economic weakness.
The Commerce Oepamnent reported Thursday that the economy was
growing at a <;<>lid 3.3 percent annual rate in the April-June period, but that
rate is sure robe weaker in the just-concluding quarter.

How To Have AGreat Night AND Morning
luesday Oc~. 'Hh • JPN Lumpkjn Hall
Is "Seer BefOre Liquor, Never Seen Sicke~' true? Will o~'l)e~r
in the morning really get rid of a hangover?
More information?

Can581-7786
Email at cgats@ein.edu .

Health Service

..
~· ~

~~~u-"MJ.m·

Spoosored by Health Service ·

HealthEdocationResoarce Center
wwww.eiu.edu/-berc

Your luesctons, Real Annen

HIN

SUN-THUR 11 -9
FRI-SAT 11-10

Best Chic:ago-style
Chinese food in town
348-1232

1140 Lincoln Ave.

not valid w/

•

•
NEW STUDENT RENTAL HOUSING COMMUNITY NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2006!

niversity
illage
25 acre student rental community surrounding 3 acre park
Four Bedroom Homes & Three Bedroom Duplexes
NEW CONSTRUCTION TO INCLUDE:
RESERVED PARKING, WASHER/DRYER, FRONT & REAR YARDS,
CABLE TV, HIGH SPEED DSL INTERNET, NEW APPLIANCES,
FRONT PORCHES, LARGE LIVING SPACES, CENTRAL A/C,
COMMUNITY PARK, FURNITURE PACKAGE AVAILABLE

$3.50 Long Islands
$1.00 Miller High
Ufe Bottles
$2.00 Jim Beam
Karaoke

$1.so Coors Usht
$2,00 Absolut or
Bacanli
Open Mlc Nipt
@18pm

$1.00 Miller High
Life Pints
Jazz Night
$2.80 Corona ud
Moclelo

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL:
52" TV WITH HOME THEATER SURROUND SOUND*
'LIMITED TIME OFFER

Model unit now available for viewing across the street from
Old Main at 1405 Sixth St. near EIU campus in Charleston

Be the first to pick your home site location!!!
Please call 217.345.1400 for more information
or visit www.unlversitwillagehouslng.com

TONIGHT

Reverend
Robert (blues)
ti1Dpm
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Decisions split over giving
N. Korea atomic reactor

CLASSIFIEDS
ROMMATES

HELP WANTED

Female roommate wanted. 1 room

tor rent starting Oct. 15. Close D
&a::zard. $250 a month plus U!iiIJeS. Wast«-otyer at house 1o use.
can Laura at 549-3323.
_ _9fJQ

Roommate wanted for Spnng
Semester. Located on 4th Street.
C8ll Rachel Of Katie @ 345-4289
- -- - - - - - - - _____9~

Need 2 Roomates Close to
campus. caa (618) 843-9806 or
(618) 263-8790.
1013
Male roommates needed. 3
rooms for rent, shared kitchen. w
of square, washer-<iyer, AC. 3459665.
______________10114

PERSONALS
SPRING BREAKERs-&ok Earty
and Save. Lowest Prices. Hottest
Destinations. BOOK 15=FREE
TRIPS OR CASH. FREE
MEALS/PARTIES BY 1117.
Hghest Comrrission. Best Travel
Per1<s. www.sunsplaStltours.oom
1-800-426-7710

----------~9fJO
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIOASIIf you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up.
oome to the Student Publications
offlce, room 1802 Buzzard Haft,
and for orty $6 we will mal you a

CCf1Y In the Fall when lhey are
published. Call581-2812 for more
information.

FOR RENT

Get paid to thtnk. Make $75 taking
online surveys. www.myspencing-

cash.oom
_____ 10114
!BARTENDINGI $250/ day potential. No Experience Necessary.
Traimng Provided 1-800-9656520ext.239

__________12112
Are you oonfidef1t ...upbeal ..energetic? Would you enjoy WOI1<ing
with local business owners seUilQ
radiO-advertising opportunities
over the phone? If so, the
Cromwe8 Radio Group is rcN hirIng
Communtty
Event
Coord'tnators. You11 have the
Oflpof1Urityto seU great events and
gteat causes. Training is provided.
We offer excellent pay, commisSion and bonus opportl.trW!ies, and
benefits. Cal Carol Floyd at 21723>5624 for more information.
The Cromwell Group Inc. is an
Equal ()pporturity Employer.

--------------~~

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES NOW LEASING FOR FALl
2006 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, and 7 Bedroom
Houses,
Apartments,
and
Duplexes. V.ew Properties at
www.elprops.com or Contact
Melissa at 345-6210 or 549-0212
____________1016

CaD between 1-6 pm. 345-6230
,____________

.9~

The Cromwell Group Inc. of

Illinois, located Ill Malkxln, llinois,
Is seeki1g a confident, upbeat,
energetic and qualified IndividUal
for the position of Receptionist.
DUlles include, but are lmited 1o:
answering 6 busy phone lnes,
greeting the publiC, compiling

presentations/packages,
plus gel18f81 office duties.
Computer experienOe is needed.
Interested ilcividuaJs may send a
resume to: carol Floyd, Cromwel
Radio Group, 209 Lakeland Blvd.,
Mattoon, ll 61938 or e-mail to:
cfloyd@cromwellradio.com. The
Cromwell Group Inc. of IUinois IS
an Equal Opportunrty Employer.

sales

_____________

9~

Sr lady seeks

Immediate help

with files rcN thru next 2 weeks
Also need dnvef', dear record, for
appoinlmenls etc., my car/yours
(must take mobile walker). Also
occasional extra household tasks,
furru'ture moving etc. 348-1550
{answer mactme) clear1y leave
name, phone (location if cell),

available free hours, (include
weekends). w.n respond with

nteMew

appointment

References.
_____________1013

00
Available for SIXOmef and Fal 0506 school year. aean modem
apartments and homes wlsome
utilities included. 1,2,3,4,&5 bedrooms. WID In some l.l1its also.
NOT All CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
NO PETS!I!I217-3454494.

----------------~00
Royal Heights Apartments. 3 BR
apartments faD 2005. Remodeled,
free partdng. Call Km. 34&3583.

PANTHER PADS offers for 200607 school year the BIGGEST and
BEST: 6, 8, 9, and 10 bedroom
houses. Only 1 block from campus and Lantz Gym CLEAN and
WELL-MAINTAINED. can 3453148 for details or check check us
out at www.pantherpads.oom.

- - - ________oo

1121Xd< to~ 345-5048

2 bedroom newly remodeled
apattmeot @ 1519 1Olh Street.
AJC. cas El Skt.Yell ® 345-3119
_________10111

Housekeeper wanted. 2 Hours
twice a week. Any day, artf 11me.

Uocolnwood P100tree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000

included. Call Amy 345-9422.
_______________1016

Undefdassman pari<ilg pass paid
$75 sel for$50. Cal217~2747

HELP WANTED

______________;00

Gi1s 8eaMij Furished hou9aS for
fal2006. s.7 people 10 month lease

2 bedroom apartment recently
remodeled @ 21 Adams Sl CaD
El Sidwell @ 345-3119
____________10/11

-------------~9fJO

VIENNA. Austria- A U.S.-Chinese split
surf.1ccd Thursday at a meeting of the
I~tcmational Atomic Energy Agency over
the is:.ue of rewarding North Korea with an
• atomic reactor for scrapping its nuclear arms.
Any resolution approved by rhe 139narion lAEA General Conference has only
symbolic value, because the meeting has no
enforcing powers. But the dispute reflected
the depth of disagreement bc~n the two
nations on how ro proceed at a more important level fumre talks among North Korea,
ChinJ., 1hc United State.~ and three other
nations meant to build on Pyongyang's comminnent to morhball its nuclear weapons
and return to the nonproliferation fold.
Confirming differences and outlining
Washington's concerns, U.S. State
Dcparunent spokesman Sean McCormack
said the United States was insisting that any
resoluLion agreed on at in Vienna would
"not in any way uy to change any understandings or what was agreed to at the sixparty talks...
This month, delegates !Tom North Korea,
the United States, China, Russia, South
Korea and Japan reached a landmark accord
in which Nonh Korea pledged to abandon
all its nuclear programs in exchange for economic aid and security assurances.
In return, it won recognition of its desire
to keep irs civilian nuclear program and a
pledge to discuss its demand for a light-water
nuclear reactor - after it meets international
safeguards and reJOinS the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty.
But just hours later, Pyongyang said it will
not dismantle its nuclear facilities until it
gets light-water reactors from the United
States. casting a shadow on the agreement.
Washington has rejected that demand.
The U.S.-China dispute surf.l.ced in private, confidential negotiations on the

~-----------00·
BUCHANAN ST. APARTMENTS
1,2,&3 BEDROOM APART·
MENTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL
05{)6. PLENTY OF OFF STREET
PARKING, WATER AND TRASH
INCLUDED. CALl345-1266

Quiet 1 Bedroom Apt close to
ca.rnpus. $355 a month utilities

00

FOR SALE

APARTMENT Leasing now 1 & 2
bedroom l.Ots Good locations,
nice 8pal1ments, off Slreet paliQng,
trash paid No pets 345-7286.

__________________oo

FOR RENT

Male roommates needed. 3
rooms for rent, Shared Kitchen.
Wea of Square, washefl dtyer,
AC. 345-9665
- - - - - - - --- __10114
3 Bedroom Hoose. 1 112 Bath.
Dishwasher. washer/ Dryer. Close
to Campus 708-261-2741 For
Spmg2006.
________________

----------------~00
G111s beautiful 2&3 bedroom fur·
nlshed apar1m8ntS for tal 2006.
10 month lease 345·5048.

00

IJJe~lorklbnt.

Crossword

ACROSS
1 "Do you want
me to?"
7 "Brava!"

----------------~00
FALl2006 CALl NOW FOR THE
BEST SELECTlON OF HOUSES
AND APARTMENTS 1-6 BEDROOM UNITS AVAILABLE.
CHECK US OlJT AT wwwJbapartments.oom. 345-6100

__________________.oo

N10e Apartment available 2nd
semester.
Fully Furnished,
garbage disposal, dishwasher,
master bedroom Sublease call
ASAP 502-751-8481

------------·---00
Apartment.
Utilities
Included. $299 per month. Dave
345-2171. 9 am- 11 am
S~ngle

_ _ _ _ _·00
Oldtowne Apartments: 1, 2, 3
Bedroom for Fall 2006. ~ to
campus. 4 locations to choOso
from. Call 345-6533

32 Summer vacation spot, With
"the"
33 Gray, in a way

60 Lord of the
rings?
64 Bayed

16 Rake over the
coals, say

38 Superstar

66 Current amount

39 Military rule
42Guy

18 On the run

43AIIy

19 Whoop it up

44

21 Some cats

45 Bind tightly

22 Barrie buccaneer

47 B1tes

23 Def1mtely no
Yankee fan

49 "_Sings
Dylan· (1965
folk album)

25 Popular sandw1ch, informally

51 "Oh, nol"

-Bio fuse

52 Sttr
29lmages on
some Chnstmas 56 Thousands may
be In it
wrapptng

65 Knightly activity

67 Duke's fall, e.g.
68 First name of a
1994 Peace
Nobelist
DOWN
1 Projecting
mountain ridges
2 Bleachers sign
3 Trtle character
in a 1980's sit-

com
4 Auto dealer's

paperwork
50af
6 Organ expert

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

No. 0819

Edited by Will Shortz

36 Team that last
won a World
Series in 1954

17 One seen in
Haagen-Dazs

periphery of the conference and continued
into Thursday evening.
Matthew Boland, spokesman for the U.S.
diplomatic missiOn dealing with the lAEA,
said only that "discussions on this resolurion
are ongoing." A European diplomat - who
requested anonymity in exchange for discussing the confidential details of the dispute
-said "we're either going ro fail or we're very
close to gening a resolution."
He and others said China was acting on
behalf of North Korea in wanting mention
of a light-water nuclear reactor and other
commitments made to the Norrh in any resolution.
The European diplomat said the
Americans wanted to minimize mention of
the reactor and other rewards in mention of
official texts, "whether here or in a (U.N)
Security Council resolution ... because once
you starr saying it you end up with a catalog
of references."
The Americans were particularly worried
about the promise of a light-water rnctor
because ir is less easily diverted to weapons
use than other models but can still be harnessed for such aims, said the diplomats.
Instead, they wanted any resolution to focus
on North Korea's commitment to ending its
nuclear confrontation with America.
China is Pyongyang's last major ally and
its chief source of food and other assistance,
and irs influence over the reclusive Stalinist
regime remains pivotal.
Chinese Vice Premier Wu Yi will visit
North Korea next: week, China's Foreign
Minisrry said Thursday, amid the ongoing
international push to convince the reclusive
regime to give up nuclear weapons devdopmenr.
Since North Korea quit the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty in 2003, the annual
1AEA general conferences have routinely
adopted resolutions calling on it to reverse its
decision and recommit to nonproliferation.

58 It keeps some
parts in place

15 Add insult to
1njury

1~

AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1ST:
nice, cozy, 2BR apt $350/mo,
water: trash induded, off street
parl<ing. 345-1266

---------------------------------

7 Car safety feature, for short
8 Opposite of
gaucheness

24 Makeshift mask, 40 Legal position
maybe
determiner
26 Points of origin
27 AIa Nash
28 Kind of mold

41 It may be associated with an
"I": Abbr.

48 Reveals all?

31 It can have
knots

so In
ed)

11 Singles, e.g.

33 Increase

12 In th1s Jocahte

34 Natural flask

53 Checks out suggesttvely

10 Mushroom pro-

ducers

13 Hose problem
14 Race part
20 New shoots

35 Prov1de
37 Hardly went oUt
w1tha bang

59"_Dancer"
(Nureyev docu·
mentary)

46 Pitching statistic

30 Near Eastem
honorific

9 Band

57 Whistler's whistle

60 Some flannels,

briefly

(agitat81 Part of a pair of
tights
82 No-good

54 Big maker of

snowblowers
55 More advanced

63 Sched coordinator
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Four found dead in Aurora home
THE Assocv.no PlUS\

Blagojevich denies
having pet projects
SPRJNGflELD As a candidate, Rod
Blagojevich promised to end the practice of letting
lawmakers cannark money for their .favorite projects. As governor, he's approving those projt:cts and
talking about authorizing even mort.
Blagojevich said 1bursday he doesn't Stt a contradiction.
The Dcmocradc governor said his earlier criticism
was aimed at the way the money was handed outas a pool to be divvied up according to lawmakers'
wishes with linle public review.
Now that he can review the projects, Blagojevich
said, he has found the "overwhelming number" to
be worthwhile uses ofstate money.
Blagojevich said he is talking m legislative leaders
about approving more of the •member initiatives" if
they can agm: on a scrtening process to make sure:
all the projects support education, health care: or the:
economy.

ITSB finds sipal ayste11 of train
that derailed acted propert,
CHICAGO - A federal investigation imo this
month's deadly passenger train derailment in
Chicago has revealed mort information that indicates the train's signal system was aaing properly.
officials said Thursday.
'The findin~ mark the second rime since the Sept.
17 derailmCJH that tb~ National Transportation
Safcry Board have rclea~ findings thar conrradict
the engineer's contention that the signals did not
dircx:t him to slow down.
The signal system is designed to alert rhc: engineer
to slow down or stop if there is a problem.
According to an NTSB statement, investigators tested the system on Sept. 21 and found it worked fine.
The train derailed on Chicago's South Side,
killing two passengers and injuring 80 others.

Court i~~ple•elh ... lawJer
trai1i11t profeuiouli111 rales
SPRJNGFIELD -The lllinois Supreme Court
is sending lawym back to the classroom to brush up
on their training and etiquette.
The court on Thursday implemented new rules
requiring lawyers ro take continuing educarion
c::oorses that indude prokssionalism and civility
training.
Lawyers will be required to complete 20 hours of
c::oorses ovu the first two yws, 24 hours the next
two years and 30 hours the: following two years.
New lawyers licensed startingj an. I will have ro talce
a 15-how basic skills course thar covers court rules,
pracricc techniques and professional condua stan-

dank
Lawyers who don't complete the required training
could be barred fiom practicing in Illinois.

Fonner npt-laa1d ma1 takes tile
ata1d i1 Rra•'a cornption trial
CHJCAGO- George Ryan's former right-hand
man took the: srancfThursday in the past govnnor's
corruption trial, saying the: reason he's testifying
against his Old boss is to help his fiance. who was
accused in a bid-rigging indiconc:nt.
"I h.appeil to love Andrea and you guys got: my
head in a viet." Scott Fawdl told prosecutors.
Fawdl, already serving a 6 1/2-year racketeering
sentence, is testifying for the prosecution in Ryan's
trial with hopes of getting a break at sentencing for
himself and his fiance, Andrea Coutrc:tsis, in a multimillion dollar bid-rigging scheme.
Ryan, 71. i.~ charged in a separate 22-count
i.ndiament wnh racketeering conspiracy, mail fraud,
w fraud and lymg to FBI agents. His lobbyist fiic:nd
Larry Warner IS hiS aHicfc:ndant and faces 12
coums. Both have denied wrongdomg.

AURORA - 1be bodies of fow adults
were found 1bursday in a home in an
upscale subdivision in this suburb west of
Chicago, police said.
Several of the bodies ..exhibited severe
trauma," said Lt. Rusty Sullivan, who
declined to say how the victims died or how
long they had been dead
Officers were called ro the home to check
on the residents when they didn't show up
for work. Police found one body on the first
Aoor of the two-story brick house: and discovered the other three in another room,
Sullivan said.
Authorities did nor rc:k:ase the viaims'
names.

lbomas Kosanda, who lives next door,
idt:nti.ficd the couple who lived there as James

SAFETY:
Coi-.'TINUIO I ROM I'>OCl

I

uwe are here: to support the fight against
domestic violence," said Megan Ogulnick,
sophomore communication studies major.
"Ir is important to bring the campus
together."
1be event startc:d with Rachd Larson and
Jake Edwards playing guirars and singing in
the pavilion at the Campus Pond. The pavilion was decorated with rape rulrure collages
and a "Walk a Mile in My Shoes" display.
Survivors of sexual assauh:s who have

OKTOBERFEST:
CON IINllll) fROM 1'>\CI

1

Since Oktoberfest started, The Uptownt'r
has always participated.
For this year's fesrival, all of its German
beer will be on special, said Kevin
McGougan, owner ofThe Uprowncr.
"It is something we would like ro Stt grow
on the square," McGougan said. "We hope
people will embrace the: evenL"
The Uptowner used to have a beer tent
outside with live c:ntertainmc:nt. but it bas

and Kate Tsao. He said the young couple had equipment to Taiwan. Kate Tsao worked
with her husband.
no children.
"Some other family members came
"They were jusr a real good couple. Kate
loved gardening and used to spend a IO£ of around today when Jimmy and Kate didn't
ttme on her Rower beds," he said.
show up for work. 'Ibey couldn't get in and
Sullivan said police were conducting a called the police.... The cops came by about
death investigation and that investigations 2:30 and broke in with their guns drawn,"
wert going on at other locations, although he Kosanda said.
With the comer home cordoned off by
declined ro elaborate. Authorities also
worked Thursday night to get a search war- police tape. neighbors congn:gated on the
ranr for the home in the 3500 block of strc:tt outside talking abour what a safe place
Jeremy Ranch Court in the White Eagle sub- the subdivision is to live with its 24-hour
division.
security.
"The kids walk w school alone, that shows
An initial invc:stigation showed no sign of
forced entry to the home, Sullivan said.
you how much m1-~t we have in this neighKosanda said Jimmy Tsao was from borhood. so this is very very unusual," said
'Jaiwan and his wife was AmeriCUl-born. Esin Buche, who has lived in the neighborHe said Jimmy Tsao was owner, or part hood for about five yors. ''I'm .u:rualJy very
owner, of an import-export company shocked and just hopc:ful this isn't related to
which mainly shipped used computer any ordinary crime."

sought coWlSCling through the: Sexual
Assault Counseling and Information Service
read twO poems.
A survivor ofa domestic sexual assault was
willing to talk about her counseling experience with SACIS and her attacker who was
physically and emotionally abusive to her.
Sue, whose last name was kept confidential and has been in counseling for a year and
a half. spoke out against her attacker in a

poem.
"My soul was dc:srroycd, and it hurts even
deeper than you can ever imagine," she said.
The march continued across campus for

more: than an how. Students held candles to
light up the night and chanted as they
wal.ml. The chants included "survivors
unite, take back the: night" and spoke out
against date rape and violence.
With a sexual assault uial c:unendy running in Coles County, some panicipants
were hoping me march would bring awareness of how close to home sexual assaults are.
The event was co-sponsored by the Sexual
Assault Counseling and Information
Service, the EIU Women's Studies Program,
EJU Healrh Studies Department and Delta
Sigma Theta.

done that in a few years, he. said.
~ ~ Her .cight-ycar,old HUaUiallf is dedicated
"We have giveaways." McGougan said. to serving original homemade foods and bev"We become a pan of the atmosphere."
erages.
Waitresses will be festively dfl'SSC<i in
SomcofthefOOdoffmdindudcshomanade
Dirndls, a Gcrman-sryle dress, and pigtails to sauedoaut, sauerbratch, red cabbage. a variety of
serve the public.
German pastries. triplc-layen:xl peanut buner
Farrar said the main thing is for srudc:nts to chooolare cake. pies and adler aka
have the chance to experience something out
Farrar said she StartS cooking all the: food
of the ordinary here in Clwlcsron.
hersdf on Friday and Saturday morning so
"I think the world would be a lor better if the: food can be fresh for the fc:stival.
we could embrace each other and ow cuiOktoberfc:st will be held from 10:30 a.m.
rurc:s," she: said. "Only then will we be able: to to 10 p.m. Saturday ouiSide of Marianne's
accept each other."
Euro Deli on the square:.
llOl

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER
I'~ 1'-U.l~'
'i~, ~1 (;,U;
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BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER
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MEN'S SOCCER

Eastern flying high offensively
BY P!\TRICJ( VtTT
ST!\ff RlroRllR

l11e Panrhers will have a boost of
ronfidena: going into Sunday's game
after their offense exploded in
'X'Cdnesday's game wirh a season lUgb
fuurgoak
&-rem (3-4-1) is scheduled ro host
in~ rival Northern Illinois (5-2-1}
Sunday, rhe last game before Eastern
begins Missouri Valley Conference
play. Eastern has had success against
Nonhem winning rhe last four meet~ between the two schools, winning
last year 2-0 and bding the all-time
series 15-6-2.
The four-goal output was ocaaly
what this Pamher team was in need

o£ Easrem had aouble scoring

~

year bur led every game in shots and

shots on goal while averaging only
one goal per game before Wednesday.
Senior mid6elder Dustin Weiher
has been around ro enjoy rhc etJJTCnt
winning streak against Norrhern.
However. he knows not ro take dtis
C.taa 11 Ho u 'sfTHHWIY lASTIRN N£WS
game lightly.
"Northern is a good ream. we are Junior defender David Anldor and Olivet Iaurene's junior forward Ryan
pretty evenly marched up with Ull.m Knapp ficht for possession of the ball as the two teams squared off
and it is always a rivalry when we play Wednesday afternoon. The Panthers open up conference play this weekend.
rhem." Weiher said. "Every time it has
been a d~ game, we always battle rhar thi~ is a Panrhers ream U\41 is dUs one lN oppnnenr and lose rhe !Jsr
wirh rht:rn and it should bt· no differ- capable of winning games.
game bd"orc ronfm:na. Prep:uing lOr
em this year."
"Wednesday's win was a big boo~t MVC play 1S important to the Panthers
Wedn~'s game was rhc socond
we needed; we had nor played in l 0 and ooc bst su-p in preparing fur congame this season the Panmers have days and we ddin.itely showed what fCren<r IS ro rome away Wld1 a \Yin
scored four goals in a game. The other we are capable of," demmer said. agains1 Nonhero.
was
againSt "We are starting ro get everybody
"111<." fOur go:us is a huge boost
four-goal-game
Longwood in the Western Kmrucky playing well before conference, Johan going inro Sundays game for our conTournament higlilighred by senior (Schw.u-zmayr) and Mick (Galeski) fidence," Weiher said. "Our offense
forward Jimmy Klancrs mn:t..--gohl and Brad (Peters} rhey all scored and has been \tnJggling mrough out the
pcrfonnanre. The win has shown rhe had good games overall and really ream so ir was good to be finishing our
Panmers
such
as
Jun•or stepped ir up."
chance. <utd hopcfulJy it rontinucs
midfidder/forward Phil Clemmer
Eastern does nor want to CM:r look after Sunday through ronference.

C "1

D fROM )\Q
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.Senior middle hirrer Liz Guard is
second in the conference in kills per
game (4.26). fourth in blocks per
game (1.06), and "econd in point~
per game (5.16). She has been hobbled rcccncly by a leg injury rhar she
suffered in the Sept. 17 ag.Unst
Marquette.
Guard struggled and couldn't
move laterally off her ankle in
Wednesday's loss to Dayton. ~id
Duncan. She added that her recovery has been progressing nicely.
While the match on Saturday
may seem more important than any
other, the Panthers still have to take
care of their home courr thi.\ weekend as rhcy begin the three-gan1e
homestand on Friday against
Morehead State at 7 p.m.
"We are expecting to have a pretty challenging weekend," said
Bennett.
The Eagles (5-11. 1-1) have started the conference playing well.
They dc:fcared Tennessee Tech la~t
Saturday 3·2 after playing the
Colonel~ tough on Sept. 21.

Morehead Srarc is a young team
thar starts three fre.~hmen and has
no seniors on the ro:otc:r.
"They arc a young team," <>aid
Kohlbecker. "But they are very tal
emed and are not a team we can
look past. We just gona ger ir
done."
Freshman setter Katelyn Barbour
runs the offense and has averaged
11.28 assists per game while junior
outside hitter laura Cox leads them
offensively with 3.54 kiiJs per game.
"(Cox) has stepped up as one of
our upperclassmen leaders," said
MSU head coach Jaime Gordon.
"She worked reaUy hard in the offseason.
Morehead State is ranked 16th in
the nation in service aces, a statistic
that may be a little misleading. said
Gordon.
While they do well in service
aces, he pointed our that they also
have a lor of service errors. He
attributes hoth statistics to the
aggressive service game thar he
emphasizes.

..

WOlKE:
Cl).'<l Nl ll

'r.oM !'AU 12

postseason.
Por instance, in 2003. I had no
attachment to the National League
Championship Series teams - the
Florida Marlins and Chicago
Cubs. instead of sitting ar home
and sulking about Jim Parque's
inability to retire a batter, I dc:cid·
ed to go watch the playoffs at various Chicago-area taverns- wearing a florida Marlins jersey I had
purchased in their inaugural season.
This kept me involved and gave
me something else to do besides

watch baseball- try and raJk my

way out of fights. It was a blast.
So when playoff ba~cball rolh
around this year, don't wony about
jumping on rhe White Sox bandwagon. We don't have room for
you; we've invested in believing
this season.
And. Thursday. some of the
believing finally paid off.
Dan WOikt' is a smiqr jqurna/ism
major. Email him to mninisct' about
tht' glory days ofMikt' Sirotka, Ivan
Calderon, Lanu johnson and Dan
Pasqua at woiluda@hotmailcom.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
CtwlusTON
........,. •• c ~

DECEMBER 3 1,2005
Sr Thomas prepares proft:ssionals wirh practical skills
and a theoretical legal education basc:-d on inrt:graring
personal values with the deepest of ethical principles.

With our nationally recognized memor t:xtt:rnship
program, highly ranked legal writing program,
commitment ro community st:rvice, :md our
disringuished faculty, isn't it time w consic.kr
rht: Universiry of Sr. Thomas for your law degrt-e?
c=l

; ; U N I VERSITY of

ST. THOMAS

School of J.aw
MSL 12i, 1000 J.aSa.llc Ave.
Minneapolis, MN SS403
Pho ne: (65 I) 962-4895; (ROO) ~28-6819, Ext. 2-4895
law sc h ool ~ suhomas.cdu
,,. ww. stthoma ...cdu/law

4HW.I.atlcOLNAVL

348-818-

~LL~!LkL~~~~LLL~~I~IL~~IIL~lLLL~~L~I~~L

~ The women of Sigma Sigma Sigma would like ~
to proudly announce our 2005 new members: ~
IWI.h lkUott
'f.'no!ISU Bird
Kayci Bohlen
Eileen Caron
Sara Cuadrado
Sara DeMartino
Ally Farrell

Kaloy Flasher
Mary FOIIteT
MepnOeilll!

Al!hloy Nolan
,Jenna Olson
Bnttii.JlY Ouimette
JamiE' Pence
Emily Penlta
MeliaHa Pritzl
Devin Taylor
JMeica Vw~o~
Rachel Ward
Aly..a WWlder hch
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Test begins with road games

matches we had ~1 weekend) helped a lot."
The Golden Eagle:. (4-6, 2-0) have: given up 28 goals
so far in the season, mosr in the OVC, but Proost isn't
too worrieJ about those ~cats.
"Yeah, it is probahly deceiving," said Pron~r in reference to the number of goals allowal. "We weren't playing well early in the season."
Included in those 28 goals are seven that lech gave up
in an early-season loss to Mmlphis.
' lech and Eastern battled co a 2-2 tie last year. while
f.&tcm defeated Austin Peay 2-0. In chrtt years of playing Ausrin Peay, Eastern has not l~t a march against the
ladyGovs.
Nowak ~d he is not really surprised ahour the success
Tech and Austin Peay are having.
"Every ream in this conference is capable of winning
on any day," he said. "Austin Peay and lenncssee Tech
are two well-coached reams.
"Both teams are 2-0 in
the conference, so they're
coming in with a lot of
they
momentum.
I'm sure
they're fcding pretty good
abour their chances."
Austin Peay, in only irs
fourth year of soccer, has
al~dy won more OVC
matches this year than they
have in the program's histoHfAD COACU
ry. Before travding co
Charleston for SWlday's
match, the Lady Govs (5-4, 2-0) take on Southeast
Missouri Friday night in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Austin Peay head coach Kelly Guth is looking forward
ro the weekend.
"With the rradirion and success that Southeast and
Eastern have had. it will be a great gauge to see where we
stand~ a program," she said.
• Gmh said the team is battling injurio. with three
starters set to sir out of Fridays match, and is uned"tain
whether they will be ready for Sunday's march.
Nowak does not see this weekend as a make or break
• weekend and does not clUnk his team will be under any
more pressure for the marches.
"1 think they have a good sense about them, and they
know what they're capable of," he said. "They know
when the.')' may have underachieved at rimes this year
and certainly know when they've playttl good soccer."

Bv )ASON

CORRfNll

STAff Rfi'ORl£R

Now char the Eastern women's rugby
ac1.:ompli~hed all of i~ goab in
beginning the season 4-0, it's time for the
Panthers to rake their game on the road.
After the four-game home stand char was
capped with an 89-0 vicrory over previously Wlheatcn ( :temson, the Panthers travel to
Charlouesville, Va., to face another cough
opponent on Saturday against Virginia.
The Cavaliers, who have a rich tradition
in rugby induding Division I Final Four~ in
2001 and 2004, are 2-1 on the season.
Vtrginia has outscored irs three opponen~

team has

"They know
when
may
have

162-7.
'They are a very ralented team with a
long history of success," Eastern head coach
Frank Graziano said. "We have to play even
better chan we did on our homestand. The
road is a whole different animal."
Things Graziano d~n'r like about road
games are the shon practice week and the
long bus trip. The rugby team left
Charleston on Thursday cn route co a hotd
in West Virginia. The Panthers will rake off
from West Virginia on Friday, officially ending their trip in Charlouoville.
"Instead of usually practicing five days a
week, the schedule has been cut down by
two day~." Graziano said. ''We'll try to
watch as much frlm on the bus and try to
ger prepared as much as pos:;ible."
Even though Virginia ha!. put up impressive numbers. the Panthers have been more
impressive in rheir victories over Clemson,
CentraJ Michigan, Marquette and
Wisconsin. In Eastern~-; first four games, the
Panrhers have outScored their oppont!ntS

underachieved
at times this
,aar ••"

301-5.
Although the play of ITcshmen wings
Sam Manto and Molly Clutter h~ been
excellent for the Panthers (19 trys and q5
points combined), they have relied on the

C.URIE HOLLIS rrHE llo\I.Y WT8tN NEw.i

Seaior center Britt&IIJ Iron breaks thro.P • the ball durinc tht pme SatardaJ
acainst Clt•so• at Lakeside RIIPJ F'etltl. The Putllen are undefeated at hoiH and 10 on
the road for the first tillle this weekend.
experienced group of ~niors.
'
"Our seniors have been unbelievable this
year," Graziano said. "We wouldn't he
where we're at if it wa<;n't for them."
The sentors catf)ing the load are center

WEEKEND SPECIALS
45.00
•Oicl Style Kegs
10.99
-----. •Ught & MGD J8 pck bottles
ST.AtiTE.130
10.99
3.45·5722
•Rolling Rock 18 pck bottles
OliVE UP WINDOW
•Skol vocJka 1.75
9.99
•Mix ancl Match importecl 6 pck bottles 8."9
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Place
Nightclub &Lounge
42" & 65" Big Screens,
3 seperate bars &
2 of the areas best DJ's

JaCkSOn Avenue
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Good Through

9

Brittany Brown (team,kadingn60 poincs ,
and 12 rrys), flyhalf Jamie Buemow (teamleading 13 assists and 18-for-39 conversions) and hooker Lindsay Lcskanich (22
racldc:s).

217·234·4151
2100 Broadway Ave. Mattoon
www.bpsnightclub.com
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East"'l Illinois Univusity, Charleston

VOLLEYBILL

ore at St~

You can
put it on
the board
With one out, months of fear,
panic and feelings of cx:rtai.n
doom went away.
Worries about the Indians and
the Wtld Card were replaced by a
a:lebracion of champagne and
Miller Lite on ice.
With 159 games into the 2005
season, it finally happened. The
Chicago White Sox have won the
American l.c-dgtle Centtal.
There was talk of a collapse.
but that was inevitable. Any ream
starting off as bot as the Sox was
bound to <>low down at <>Orne
point.
None of that maters any more.
When the Chicago White Sox
clinched the AL Centtal after
beating the Detroit 'Iigcrs .t2,
any insecurities J had about my
favorite ream disappeared. I was
cheering for a winner.
And, for once, I didn't have ro
jump on a bandwagon ro do it.
Knowmg my love for the
White Sox is pure gives me comfort.
It's like being into a band since
its inception and following them
through the underground music
scene. Then, all of a ~udden, the
band's on TRL playing a crappy
song to a bunch of crappy screaming girls. And you're left wondering what happened.
The White Sox this year have
avoided spans' TRL equivalet~t
SportsCenter.
Despite leading the division for
the et~tin: season, something only
10 teams have ever done, the
White Sox haven't been ESPN
~· If anything, they've been

This weekend's
play impacts
OVC tournament
BY

MAteo SANTANA

STAFF RfPORTfR

With the change in the way the Ohio
Valley Conference determines the host
for its annual postseaSOn tournament,
the Panthers' volleyball march against
Eastern Kentucky this Saturday has
taken on more importance.
Nonnally, rhe hosr of the conference
roumamenr is the team with the best
record at the end of the regular season.
However, bec:iuse ofESPN's decision to
rover the final game of the tournament,
the conference m~t now determine a
toumamenr host and give the necwork
enough time for prep.1rarions. 1ne ream
who leads the conference on Oct. 23
will be the host for the tournament.
The new setup has forced some
coaches to reevaluate their team goals.
"Our number one goal is to be the
best team in conference on Oct. 23,"
said Colonels head coach Lori Duncan.
"Our second goal is co be the No. 1
seed."
In the preseason OVC coaches' poll,
Eastern Kentucky was picked co win
the conference, while Eastern, who tied
for the conference championship with
EKU in 2004, was selected third.
"This weekend will be a large facror
when it comes ro the Oct. 23 curoff
date," said Panthers' head coach Lori
Bennett. "11us weekend and when we
play Jacksonville State (on Oct. 22)."
For the Panthers 10 hoSt the postseason tournament, they will have to go

St•ior mitiCO. hitter ltca• llnnttly sth the ball cluriq Easttnt'l came
acalast DePaul oa St,t. 21 at Lam Artu. Tht Pallthen a.n ltopinc to
will tlttir twd stniPf utcll to start off OYC plaJ tltis wttktad.

through Ea,"tcrn Kentucky. In 2004,
Eastern lost only two games against
OVC foes, and both were against
EKU- one in the' regular season and the
other in the tournament's championship game.
The revenge Factor IS there for the
Panrhers, and it means much more with
the new serup.
..Huge,• said senior libero Heather
Redenbo when asked about the revet~ge
factor. "We're all ready for it. They are a
really good team and have a lor of
depth. I fed were both really balanced."
Senior defensive specialist Aja
Kohlbecker agreed and also pointed ro
the home-court advantage as a fucror
that could work in the Panthers' favor.
"Last year, \Ye wanted them really
bad," she said. "We had to go to their
court and play twice. They had that on
us. They .had all of their Greeks at the
game. They really used ir to their advantage. Ths year, it's going to be more fun
to get them on our court."
The Colonels (I 0-4, 2-0) will be on
Eastern's court Saturday at 2 p.m.
Both reams an: playing well right
now with Eastern Kentucky winning
eight of their last nine matches and the
Panthers winning their lase four.
They both began their smaks after
difficult losses against hlgh-caliher competition. Eastern (6-4, 2-0) losr to
Illinois on Sept. 16, and the Colonels
lost to San Diego, who was ranked No.
18 at the time, on Sept. 3.
"The great thing about playing
Illinois, Nevada, Dayton or San
Diego," said Duncan, ".is that it helps
you run a tempo other teams in our
conference may not push us to. You're
going to get. better."
S£E

STAKE PAGf 10

leaaedJ n. The Co•petilioa
EJU senior middle hitter~ ICenMdy: 108 K11ls, 41 Errors, 232 Total Att.
EKU senior middle hitter Liz Guard: 196 K1lls, 47 Errors, 399 Total Atl.

theop~ice.

While the Oeveland Indians
began winning every game they
played po~t·All Star break, the
White Sox slowed down.
lbe analys~ sajd they didn't
have rhe offense. They said the
White Sox didn't have the rigbt
manager.
But on Thursday, they said the
sweetest words of all - the White
Sox have clinched the AL O:nttal.
Students <;hould be just as excited having playoff baseball back in
Chicago. For the Cubs fans. they
have two teams to hate- the
Cardinals and rhe Sox. Just
because the Cubs haven't made
the playoffs, doesn't mean their
fans can't plan an impact in the
su

WOlKE PAGE 10

WOliJEI',S

Panthers searching for OVC victories
... ...
........
Bv MAn DANIELS

STI\H R.EPORllR

Easrern opens up the home portion
of their conference schedule this
w~kend with two games ag-.Unst
teams with perfect Ohio Valley
Conference records.
"They're conference games, so right
away it tells you they'll be challenging
games," Eastern head coach ·Jim
Nowak said.
Tennessee Tech comes in to take on
the Panrhers{2-7-l, 0-0-1 OVC) ar 3
p.m. on Friday. with Au.~.in Peay set

to sqwre off ar 1 p.m. Sunday. 'lbe
IOCltion of the wa:kcnc.l match~ an=
up in the air, as heavy rain and soggy
field conditions at l.akestde Field this
week may force the gantes to the practice fields.
«We11 play at one fidd or another,"
Nowak said. ''Obviou.,Jy w..: w.ml to
play on our g:1me field; that's always
our goal."
The initial dec.ision about whether
Lakeside Field is ready for a game will
~ made by Nowak and men's soccer
coach Adam Howarth. but the fmal
d~ion will be up to rhc officials, s;Ud

TODIY'S IIITCII

t.......

Etslln

(4.ft·O 2 ().())

(2 7-1 0-0-1)

Lut8Midl
l.OW
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MU"Wf Sl.liC

OYC . . . . . .
f-Ist plat>1 0 ba(k

@

0-0T

atSfMO

ewe-..

T-3«1 place. S p1>
bad

~ Oayton. Eastern's equipment
and facilities manag~r.
"'AA thi.~ point yesterday. the game

field wasn't ready to be played on and
then you add the rain we got
(Wednesday night)," Oayton said.
Tennessee fcch (4-6-0, 2-0) comes
into Friday's march tied for first place
in the OVC along with Jacksonville
State and Amcin Peay. The Golden
Eagles defeated Tennessee-Martin and
Murray State last weekend, both in
home matches.
"We think of the conference season
as a new season," Tech head coach
Carrie Proost said. ..The two home
Sll VICTORIES PACL 11

I

Season premieres: Summer
reruns and half-baked reality
shows are gone. Make room, or
not. for a new scripted drama,
scripted comedy and a somewhat half-baked reality show.
Pagel

I

VERGE REPORTER

By LINDSEY D UNTON

Our bodies are a temple:
So adorn them with as muc_h
crazy crap as possible to honor
your favorite deity. Ours is the
Cosmic WombaL Whatever you
want to worship is cool, but the
point is nothing makes you look
fierce for your lord like a
piercing or tattoo. Page 5

omeone who has been at Eastern for a
while probably knows whar the term bar
crawl is, bur what rhey don't know is char
a significant amount of planning and
preparation is do~e months before rhe
big night in order ro .make ir one to
remember, or forget.

half-baked reality shows? The
cartoon network doesn't cut it
anymore? Try the internet for
your fix of animation goodness.
If you don't like these
alternatives, just go watch grass
grow because we're running out
of ideas you picky jerk. Page 4

our resident drunkard out to
cover the rest of Charleston's bar
(he did four of them two weeks
ago). No sacriiice is too great for
our readers. Greg was happy to
sacrifice his liver for the sake of
your enjoyment. So have a drink
for him, or not. Page 8

SEE BAR CRAWL PAGE l>R

rhe actual bar crawl.
"Normally, we have a meeting amongst the
team to decide different rbemes and depending
on cbe theme, we formulate ideas for the ~hirts,_"
said Dave Giammarrusco, senior history major
with reacher cerrificatio~ and rugby dub member. "Afrcr it has been decided, iris looked over
by rhe president; who then rakes ic co rhe corporation that produces our shirts."
In rhe past, the Eastern rugby club has had
themes of"Beaury and rhe Beast". "Booze
Cruise" and "A drinking team with a rugby
problem" for their shires. This scmc~tcr's bar
crawl shin rheme Will be "If you tap it, rhey will
come."

instrument peppers more
varieties of music than guitars,
well maybe drums but they
don't look as cool. For all those
who love and fear the
instrument of the gods there rs a
festival for you at U of l's
Krannert Center. Page 7

A bar crawl, referred co as a "pub crawl" in
European countries, is defined by the Wikipedia
encyclopedia as the act of visiting and drinking
alcohol at a number of pubs in a single rught wirh
a group of friends or an organization. It is referred
to as a "crawl" because attendees are usually crawling after getting drunk ar the first few bars.
The thing chat distinguishes a bar crawl hom a
group of friends bar hopping-is matching shirts.
At Easrern, it is a must to get marching shim in
order ro be considered a bar crawl.
Easrenis rugby club, which annually hosts a
bar crawl to raise money for the team's
equipment since it do~n't receive funding
from rhe university, begins working on
shirr ideas two to three months before

They're not for the weak. They .take commitment and hard work.

Crawllns gear: You have your
official bar crawl shirt with
some .sort of objective stated on
the back, now you need the
necessary accessories. To make
sure you don't bring down the
crawl with your whining about
sore feet we give you this list to
guarantee happy trails. Page 2

THELIST
When going on a bar crawl, a schedule and customized T-shirt 1s absolutely t!Sscntlal.
This is a list of those things that can make the crawl smoother and more enjoyable.

.. Whistle

To keep your crew marching like a bunch of drunken !IOidlers.
When you're ready to leave each bar, and you're hav1ng trouble rounding the group up, a s1mple blow on a whistle will
make that job much easier. Just make sure you let your group know that it's you whistling and lt's not the cops or a fire
alann or something like that.

212
6th Street
North of the Post Office

345-5.451

A Comfortable shoes

Some good socb too, o r we'll t ic Lt. Dan on all of you.
Wearing sandals or any shoes that may hurt your feet with excessive walking, is not a good idea. Bar crawls are mostly
casual, and you'll be with several friends, so comfortable shoes shouldn't be a stretch.

A Cash

Becaue not muing out your MasterCard •• pricele••·
The plan is to visit several bars in one night and essentially get tanked. Without the money, that may prove to be a difficult
task. It may be smart to bring cash and leave the debit and credit cards at home.

pu~se

A. Cell phones

They have a p radJcal
beside• those fun d runken dials.
One of the keys to a successful bar crawl1s to stay in a group. In case anybody wanders off or is left at a bar, cell phon~
should be on and flipped to vibrate so calls won't be missed. This will help make sure E>veryone is at the same place at the
same time.

A Playing cards

Drinking and card games, It's a winning combination.
At some ba~. you and your fnend~ can grab a table and play your favorite dnnking gamt!S. This way the p<.'Ople who don't
want to play pool or darts can enjoy their own le1surely activities.

SLEEP IN, EAT OUT
SERVING BREAKFAST UNTIL 2 P . M .
EVERY DAY
7'' & Madison • 1 block North of the Courthouse • 345-742.7

HE SAIOSHE SAID

JM's
More than one way to crawl

2 I 17 dew111 • on the corner of 22nd street • 258-8085

OPEN MONDAY • FRIDAY FROM 9·6
WEDDING & BACHLOREnE ITEMS,

SO·BERIT

ANIGHT IACTUALLY REMEMBER

BRIAN O'MAtlfY
t\SSOCIAT£ VERC£ CDITOR

lAURA GRIFFITtl
V£RGl WllDR

~==-==-~

When ir comes ro bar crawls, I'm nor an experr.
In fact, I'm anything but.
I don't have anything against bar crawls; it's juSt
that I don't drink, so it's not really my idea of a fun
night.
1 have been involved in one bar crawl where 1
was essentially the designated driver. I'd like ro go
on a couple more before I make my final judgment
on whether I find them enjoyable enough to go on
more.
I can stiU have fun at a bar, especially if a lor of
people I know are there, which wouldn't be a problem at a bar crawl.
For the most pan, when I go to bars, I go to
hang out and relax more than anything else. That
is the reason I prefer Mad Harrer's Tea ro Marty's
or the Panther Paw. At Haner's, 1 can hang our on
the deck and talk to my friends while listening to
good classic music.
I will be on a bar crawl roday, and this time I
plan co have fun and be more than just a DO. I
won't have a problem raking anybody home if I
have to, bur I'd like to walk from bar ro bar rather
than drive everywhere, just because I can. When a
bar crawl is successful, I'm sure ir rurns our to be a
blast. But I haven't experienced a crawl enough to
know whether that's true or nor.
I guarantee I'll have a good time, and I wouldn't
go if I didn't like the people I was going with.

IIIEQIII
ASDTEVEB&E EIIIOR
DESIGIBS

CWYUS .
.CONTACT
.
...

Ah, ir's bar crawl time again.
A rush of anticipation filled my body when I
walked into Hatter's on Family Weekend to see a parent/student bar crawl in progress. h made me realize
there is no way 1 could get my parents on one of
those, bur why do I need to when I have a newsroom
full of people who would be more chan willing?
My first experience was at the DEN bar crawl last
year on April 1, with my fellow newsies. lt was a
much needed break from what might have been the
wom day of my year, when 1 had ro sir through three
job interviews afrer finding out rhat my teacher had
died during the week.
Now. I don't condone drinking to melt away feelings,
but J looked forward to a care&ee night of bar hopping
and incriminating photos, as I had been all month.
I paced myself all nigbc, having drinks ar only my
favorite bars, and despite the rain, the puddles and my
cure jeans that are forever stained brown, I had the
time of my life.
So much so, that I proceeded to bold two bar crawls
of my own, even if they each only had three people.
Not a month later, I had one of those with my two
best friends.
We made our own T-shirts from plain white Hanes
and permanent markers and cut them up to resemble
each of our own unique styles.
Now I get to look forward to my senior year, many
more bar crawls and limitless memories tO come.

GAG GIFTS, VIDEOS, DVDS,

MAGAZINES, NOVELTIES

& LINGERIE

PLACE AN

AD IN THE
VERGE!!!
ONLY $30 for
a 2x3!

VEBGESIAFF
lAURA GBIFFIJH
BRIAN O'MALLEY
MATT MBNHE!t C!NQY TANNEY
HOU.V MOHR, CAJlft BAYEB, MARCO SANTANA
DENVEBGEOGMAILCOM OR (21n 581·'1&t3

Call 581-2816

Under 'Arrested'
'Arrested Development' keeps laughs coming in third season
BY BRI"N

O'M"un

AS!>Oao\ll VlRGt lOll ()I(

In rhe rhird season of Fox's Emmy-winning comedy series, "Arrested
Development," many of the characters are
still working on problems they've had since
the very beginning of the series.
Michael Blurh (Jason Bateman) is srill
trying to keep his family busine.s afloat
ever since his father George Bluth Sr.
(JefTrey Tambor) was arrested heouse his
company built houses for the Iraqi miUcary.
Michael's son, George Michael (Michael
Cera). :.till has a crush on his first-cousin
Maeby (Alia Shawkar) and ts espc~.;ially con-

fused afrer the two k1~sed in the finale of
the ~econd sc.1son.
Michael's twin sister and Maeby's mother, Lindsay (Ponia de Ro~si), is sull figursng
our if she wants to divorce her husband
Tobias Funke (David Cross), who has
aspired to be an acror after being in~pirc:d
by a group of protesting homosexual
pi rare:..
One of the best things about the show is
that it is so loose and storylines and char.lctets are of all varietic!>.
The third season premiered at 7 p.m.
Sept. 19 on chc Fox Network.
When Michael discovers that his dad
ese1pcd from prison and rhe cops had aco-

Digging its own niche
'Bones' separates itself from other crime shows
works at Jeffersonian Institution a.'> a forensic anthropologist. She reads clues that are
left behind on victim's bones to solve mys·
terics. In Brennan's down time, she writes
The unknown resides in your bones.
The series premiere of Fox's new televibooks about a fictional forensic anthropolosion series "Bones" aired Sepr. 13. The GOgist named Kathy Reichs.
The opening scene of "Bones"
minute science fiction,
began
in an airport with Brennan
.lCtio?~advenrure drama is on 7
~Bones•
using martial arrs to take down a
p.m. luesdays.
; p.m l~ay,
The show is inspired by prorox
Homdand Security man more
ducer Karhy Rcichs. a foren~ic
_ __, chan twi~ her size that was folanthropologist, author and professor of
lowing her. This wa:. quire eye catching,
anthropology ar che University of North
there are not many TV shows that depict
Carolina.
the female role a~ an "ass·kicking" type.
Early on, the show reveals chat Brennan's
Her fir~t novel ..Deja Dead" won the
1997 Arthur Ellis Award, a group of
parents vanished when ~he was 15 and is
Canadian literacy awar<b, for bot novel.
largely responsible for her pent-up anger
In the show, the main heroine, Dr.
and "rough guy" mentality.
Temperance Brennan (Emily Deschand)
Initially, the srory line seems all roo simi·
BY KRISTIN BOIN
V£Rt.£ IW'OIUlR

dentally brought in
George Sr.'~ rwin
brother, Oscar,
instead.
For the most parr,
rhe first two ~pi~odes
have not failed in
ddivering lots of big
"Arresred
laughs.
Development"
Certain jokes, such
7 p.m Monday,
as references to incest
rox
and a parheric Bluth
family chicken
impre>sion have: run constant from season
to season, adding strength to the show.
In season one, executive producer Ron
Howard brought in his brother Clint a~ a
tree-hugging protester who ha.<> a crush on
Lind..ey. Howard also brought two members of the "llappy Days" family to rhe
~how, Henry Winkler, who play,·d the f.unily's lawyer B;ury Zuckcrkorn, and Scon
Baio, who ~ set to play the family's nc:w

lar to "CSl." Regardless chat both "Bones"
and "CSI" ~t•m with a dead body .md work
their way up ro solving a mysrery, "Bones"
puts che v1ewer at a perspective the average
crime show does not.
The independent vigorous Brennan
works along side the other witty star Seely
Booth (D.lvid Boreanaz), a FBI homicide
investigator.
Tt is apparent that the pair's relationship
will be one of the concentrations of the
show.
Brennan confides in her only girl com·
panion. colleague Angela Montenegro
(Michaela Conlin}, a quirky. free-spirited
sexual hemg. $h is rhc creator ot'a virtual
rhree-dimensional computer program that
portrays composites of victims just by using
the remainders of rheir bones. The program
can also mock how a crime scene occurred.
This aspect of the show is sure to ger
numerous "how'd rhey do that" reaaions.
What ptay ap!X"'V to be just another
member of the forensic TV series, "Bones"
is an intriguing, unique and action-packed
show.

Fri: 80's Night
Miller Ute longnecks $1.75
Sat: Karaoke w/ All Star Karaoke
Bud light longnecks $1.75
Bar & Restaurant

('

'

Red Cabbage
•Bratwurst, Knackwurst or
weisswurst with sauerkraut
•Leberkaese, eggs and
fried potatoes
eJaegerschnitzel, Wiener or
Paprika schnitzel
-Liverwurst, Gelbwurst or
on Rye
German available

IL • 345-7000
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After ~erving five months at the Virginia
federal Prison for lying about stock sale,
Martha Stewart is making her comeback in
reality television by having her own
"Apprentice."
Manha Stewan's "The Apprentice" premiered on NBC on ept. 22, with glaring
similarities to Donald Trump's show of the
~arne name. One of rhe differences is rhar
Srewarr's show airs on Wednesday's rather
thw Thursdays.
The show starts ofT separating the ten
women and six men into two separare team!!,
one: called Primarius, the busines,~ ream, and
the orhcr, Marchstick,
the creative team. The
THE~
two teams are given a
ra.~k to complete, and
the first to do so is
exempt from going ro
the "conference room,"
a play on Trump's
boardroom.
Stewart has her own
.F-: "right-hand" people,
Charb and Alexis,
with whom she consults
"The Apprenlice:
about which apprencice
Martha Stewart"
7 p.m. Wedn~ay,
she wanrs to let go on
NBC
each episode.
Jeff got into some
trouble and he ended up being dismissed on
the f'ir:.t episode.
Instead of"you're fired" like •che Donald,"
she uses "you just don't fit in." Then she
writes the former apprenrice a cordial letrer
saying she'~ sorry they had to leave.
There is no originality on Martha
Stewarr's "Apprentice." It'~ no coincidence
rhar Trump is the executive producer of the
show. One would think a millionaire would
come up wirh something more original
rhan thar.

APPRENTICE

;.

~'

42" & 65" Big Screens,
3 separate bars &
2 of the areas best DJ's

W@II~On1@
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Bv EUGfNIA )IIHRSON

Briaft
·,
Plac•
Nightclub & Lounge

ON THE SQUARE

all EIU ~tiUI'tPnk
Shot Specials Nightly
Busch Draft Sl.OO Daily

Stewart's 'Apprentice'
lacks creativity

GIVE YOUR
BUSINESS
THE PUSH
IT NEEDS

581-2816

217-234-4151
2100 Broadway Ave. Mattoon
www.bpsnightclub.com

STOMP OUT
BAD BUSINESS

These friends not happy,
or friendly for that maHer
BY lAURA GRUFilH
VERGe LUITOR

IMACE COUaTUY Of NEWCROUNOS.COM

Newgrounds.com started as a site for video game reviews and tips in 1998. Since then 11 has evolved Into ahosting site for
independent flash animation shorts Including titles like •Neurotically Yours,• •college University• and •rommorrow's Nobodies."

Ani mated short site ignores critics,
builds loyal fanbase
BYMlcHAa PmtsoN
VERGE REPORTER

They stepped into the spotlight
in the form of a fat kid dancing
· and lip-syncing to a Romanian
pop song. and they haven't shown
signs ofslowing dawn yet.
Internet games and flash videos
like the "Numa Numa Dance" are
becoming increasingly popular on
the World Wide Web, no man:er
how absurd, short or pointless
they may appear co be.
Games like "Alien Hominid"
rhar started our as flash games
online have already been released
to video game consoles, and flash
series like "Homestar Runner"
have gained large cult foUowings
and almost mainstream recognition.
"Flash videos are usually good for
a laugh when there's nothing else to
do," said IGrsren TI1omas, a freshman psychology major. "They're
dumb and have no point, but that's
what makes them funny and enjoyable."
Even when something is very
popular there are always those
that aren't impressed.
"(People who make flash cartoons) have too much free time
on their hands," said Jeff
Flaxman, sophomore history
major.
One Web site. oewgrounds.oom,
offers an abunda.ntt ofthese 6asb

was I wanted something more, to
imply it was the next step. 'Shin
New Ground' was under consideration, but the fmall decision was
'New Ground Remix'. The page
also went by the acronym NGR,
which sounded to some like a
shorts fur Web swfi:rs around che
\\Odd.
racial slur. I was kind of pissed
when Trealized that," Fulp said in
"(Flash cartoons) are very
unique," said BiU Co-zzens, sopha statement on the Web site.
omore sociology major. "Some
In 1998, it officially became
talk about funny things but othNewgrounds.com and it has been
ers are just odd. I believe they are
going strong ever since.
uSually crafted around me creOne of the mosr popular flash
series online is "Neurotically
ators thoughts rather than being
geared to a particular audience."
Yours," a cartoon about a gothicTom Fulp starred Newgrounds
chick named Germaine and her
as a Neo-Geo {Neo=New,
angry, loud-mouthed squirrel
Geo=ground) fun-magazine when
named Foamy. Mosr of the
he was only 13 years old. Fulp
episodes revolve around the very
opinionated Foamy who is famous
would write reviews and tips for
video games and the magazine
for always going on foul-mouthed
would feature comics Fulp fashrants about people or things he
ioned from editing scanned
despises.
In one ranr. Foamy rips film
comics out of video-game manuals. He eventually decided it was
critics. "Why is it that evr:ry time
I'm w.lrching a commerci;ll for a
rime to pm his magazine online,
making it more widely available to movie, some (bcep)ing critic has
to call it, 'riveting'? 'The 111m il.
the masses. ·
riveting!' What the (beep) docs
Anyone can submit a flash to
1har mean? Riveting!? I don'r wanr
Ncwgrounds. which is the beauty of the sire; independent carriveting! Everything is riveting lO
thc~e (bcep)ing critics!"
tooning in acdon. After people
Other popular flash series are
watch a short rhat is posted on
..Salad Fingers," "College:
the sire, they can vote on il to
Univcrsiry, ~ "Kegel'' and
give it a cumulative score, one
"Tomorrow's Nobodies."
for the worst through five for
the best. Every flash is put in the
"With Alien Hominid on
"Flash Portal" and numbered
shelves, I am really scrambling to
according to bow high it has
get some new games of my own
on the Web. Dan and l have been
scored with fans.
"When I fLCSr obtained space ro working to release 'Dad 'n me', a
create my own Web page, I
game where you bear up kids on
immediately took on the New
the playground," said Fulp on his
Ground name. The only problem
plans for 2005.

At first glance, "Happy Tree
Friends: Wimer Break" looks like
animated fun for the whole family,
lhen deceives audiences while
offering Internet-illiterate animation lovers a chance to see these
flash cartoons on a holiday DVD
compilation.
Animators Rhode Montijo and
Kenn Navarro avoid giving away
many hints about the nature of the
cartoon shorts on the cover or even
by the look of the characters themselves, except for the tiny "CV"
rating for cartoon violence on the
borrom right comer.
The name "Happy Tree
Friends," as well as the characters'
appearances, misleadingly speaks
to younger audiences, although the
primary target for the animated
shorts is adults.
"Happy Tree Friends" is one in a
line of animated flash cartoons
that has hit it big on the Inr.emer,
enough so that Mondo Media felt
the need to adapt them from
www.happytreefriends.com and
Comcasr's G4 video game channel
and offer them on DVD. The
shock and awe factor that brought
the show artencion on the Internet
may be roo much for more general
audiences offline. It's nor a stretch
to think a parent or child could
grab the DVD off the shelf and
overlook the small raring label.
Claiming to be the next big
thing after "South Park" and using
comparisons ro "Ren and Srimpy"
and "Tom and Jerry," "Happy Tree
Friends" SetS viewers up for disappoinrmenr.
Each animated shon on the
DVD is tilled with simply-drawn,
cure, colorful, happy woodland
creatures who ultimately meet
their gory doom.
The soundtrack playing in rhe
background of the shorts is nothing but the repetitive, high-pitched
"Ia, Ia, Ia" of the annoying characters, serving as another mask to
hide the true, mature nature of the
compilation. The characters don't
speak; the only time a sound is
muttered by them is when they
belt our a blood-curdling scream
or some oilier uncomfortable
moan.

"Happy Tree Friends: Winter

Break~

Rhode Montijo & Kenn Navarro

*
*****
out of

Characters, such as a soft, yellow
bunny named Cuddles, a loveable,
blue moose named Lwnpy and a
silly squirrel with a sweet tooth
named Nutty, are made to look
cute and cuddly.
It's a sunny winter day in the
home of the Happy Tree Friends,
when all of a sudden Lumpy is
trapped in a desperate situation
and forced to gnaw off his own
leg, spilling blood and sawing
through his own bone, only to
find out be chewed through the
wrong limb.
The gore is shocking and inappropriate. The characters are badly
developed, due to their limited
screen time. Because the episodes
are so short, they lack any interesting plot besides the untimely massacre of the characters featured.
In one episode, Pop, an irresponsible papa bear, drops a bucket on his son's head while hanging
Christmas lights. When Pop reali7.es the difficulty in removing the
nails from poor Cub's head, he
decides ro try his luck nailing them
in further.
This particular episode speaks to
problem ~ocial issues ~uch as child
neglect and abuse, but in an
entirely inappropriate and wlintelligent way.
The 28-minute-long compilation of animated one-minute
shorn aired on MTY lntcmacional
and MTV2 last year. Oct. 4 will be
me foUrth relea.~e of the "Happy
Tree Friends" on DVD.
"Happy Tree Friends: Wimer
Break" is not worth the $9.99
stores will be asking foL The Web
site contains more man enough of
the demented cartoons, and it's

free.
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Charleston offers variety
of body art parlors
BY JmtcA CANTAR£llt

VfRC,£ RfPOIITrR

BY jLSSICA UNTARI Ul
V~I(C,I
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Tatroos and piercings are fast
becoming the most popular permanent accessories.
Colleen Noha, senior elementary
education major, was told by her
parents back in 2003 not to get
her tongue pierced.
She did it anyway. At one time,
Noha also had her nose pierced,
but took ir our because nose piercing became too popular.
"Piercings are better than rattoos
because they arcrt't permanent,"
she sa.id. "A lor of people think
facial piercings look uashy, but I
don't think so."
Noha said her tongue was
swollen for about a month after
she got it pierced.
"I have a lisp when I say certain
words, now," Noha said. "Like
when I say the word 'lisp', or
words that end in 'th'."
Anthony Trapani, junior elementary education major, has two
tattoos on his shoulde~. One symbolizes his favorite band, Mctallica,
and the other is the letter "A" with
spades and flames around it.
"It's a fashion statement, it gets
noticed and can be a conversation

DANI(l WllLIAMS.oNTHfVERGE

Chrts M. of Finishing Youell Tattoos In Mattoon pierces Alex Fleener, 20, Wednesday In
their studio located on Char1e:ston Awenue. Fleener chootel Anlslllng Touch for his plerc·
lngs because of the quality M, friendly atmosphere and low prices.
piece," he sa.id.
Laura Schenke, sophomore education major, has multiple piercmgs and tattoos.
Schenke's 10 piercings consist of
two holes in her earlobes, a bar in
her ear conncaing two holes in
her cartilage (an industrial), a regu·
lar canilagc piercing, a nose srud, a
uagus piercing and she plans on
piercing her tongue this week.
Schenke said piercings are a
sucss reliever for hCL
"I'm just addicted to them now,"
Schenke sa.id. "It started getting
out of hand the summer after I
graduated (high school). I got my
first tanoo and industrial piercing."
Schenke also has a star tanooed
on her left wrist and her zodiac
sign ranooed on her foot.
"The one on my foot is my
zodiac sign, something that will
never change," she said. "And I feel

-Boldly 'Bead'dazzled
Btg, brightly colored beaded necklaces
ranging in stu: and length from grammar
school cuteness to JaclCJe 0. class to the

the star represents me because stars
usually lead the way for people
who travel, and I consider myself
to be a leader."
Although she likes them,
Schenke plans to use makeup to
cover her tanoos and take out her
tongue piercing when she becomes
a teacher.
''I'd rather make a difference in
people's lives than not get a job
because of a tattoo," she said.
Chris Cachor, senior management major, has no piercings or
tattoos.
"I think tattoos are ugly, and
you'll get sick of them after a
while," Cachor said. "They're
unprofessional: I don't see how
they are called art. An is supposed
to make the ugly go away."
People should usc better ways to
c:xprcss themselves, Cachor said.
His advice? "Express yourself
with a haircut."

outright resemblance of a
bedside device in a porn
movie arc currently
adornmg necks through
out campus.
This trend mtmt current Bohemtan cht cou
rure, but should be
appro:~ched 10 modera-

Coles County may not have a
Starbucks on every corner, but
tattoo and piercing parlors may
be a different story.
A t2noo parlor sits on about
every corner, according ro Dave
Baldwin, a ranoo artist at the
Living Color Tattoo & Novelty
Shop in Mattoon.
Baldwin has been working at
Living Color for 21 years this
month.
"Things were a lot different
back then," Baldwin sa.id.
"There weren't tattoo magazines,
.tt wasn,t so mamsuearn.
.
"
That isn't the case anymore.
"1 think the need to decorate
the body has been around since
the beginning of mankind," he
sa.id. "Everybody has different
reasons why they do it. It might
be for no reason or just because
you wanted it."
Baldwin also does piercings.
"' do all the popular piercings," he sa.id. •sue some are
really problematic. If I don't
have enough information about
the piercing or I think something will go wrong, or if I don't
think it looks good or won't be a
positive thing in your life, I
won't do it."

uon. When the beads on the necklace can
be used as a shot put, it's time to rethink
the statement,
Stick to moderate length
and bead size: depending on your stzc and
n1.:ver exceed the size of a cherry.
If the fashion gods shme bright!
on us th1.s fall, showmg fash10msras
the reraillight, last seasons gemmt:d
adornment and thtnestone pin of

Baldwin said naval piercings
are mostly popular on females,
but he has done them on males
in the past.
"Wirh piercings. it's all up for
grabs lately. it can be anything
you want," Baldwin said.
Xander Hardt, junior elementary education major, got his tattoo this past June at Finishing
Touch Ink in Manoon.
''I've had the design for two
years," Hardt said.
Hardt asked around and
received referrals about a man
named Justin Nihiser at
Finishing Touch Ink.
•rve seen his art," he sa.id. "I
was really impressed by how
clean and sanitary the shop was.
Justin explained everything, even
showed me the expiration date
on the needles."
Hardt's tattoo is his own
design representing something
very important to him.
Finishing Touch Ink has a
Web site, http:/ffinishingtouchink.netl, where the artists' past
work is displayed, so anyone
considering a tattoo from a particular artist can see what they
are capable of.
"Do your research and ask
around," said Hardt..., had a
good experience there and they
offer free touch-ups!"

sparkle wdl be traded for clothing items
with bejeweled suaps and button closures.
Accessory focus will instead shift to a more
earthy feel wtth wood. stone and shell.
Pearls ate always a classtc and turquoise is
close hehtnd Meshmg thts beachy lityl
wnh VJnt ge mer Its another fashton forward step
"he Couturr Co~d
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Alcohol and antibiotics:

a
BY KRISTIN BORN
VI KC.I Rl!'OKTtR

Mixing any~ of prescription drugs or
antibiotics could prove to be a bad cocktail
on a party night.
People should avoid consuming alcohol
when t.lking antibiotiCS for a couple of reasons, s:.Ud Nita Shrader, administrative nurse
at Health <;ervicc:~.
"Alcohol and antibiotics don't mix," said
Chris~opher Derosa, st>nior marketing major.
Fir~t, since antibiotics are absorbed
through me: liver, as u. alcohol, the consumption of alcohol will affect how the
antibiOlics arc absorbed and they will not
work as well, Shrader said.
The absorption process of rht> amibiotics
into the liver does nor have a set rime period. Everyone's body absorbs at its own
speed.
"Antibiotics are substances used to kill or
harm bacreria that damage parts of the
body." said Jamie Jaczak, semor health studies major.
If they are nor absorbed properly, rheir
effectiveness suffen;.
"Even over rhe counter drugs don't work

PHOTO ILLUSTaATION IY ERIC HtLTNU.QNnllVU<GI

as effectively (when mixed with alcohol),"
Shrader said.
In addition ro lowering the effectiveness
of the antibiotics, other sborr-rerm effects
that may occur when mixing the two
include nausea, vomtting and he-o~daches,

Jac-zak said.
Nm everyone is aware of crus fact and
consume alcohol with medications anyway.
"J didn't know it wouJd affect me," said
Dave Jones, senior social science major.
Although it is not rru~ across me board

some amibiotics will react badly with alcohol, Shrader said.
"Ir is e.1sicr ro rell those taking antibiotics
not to drink," Shrader said.
Warning labels about alcohol on antibiotics ar~ nor always enough to stop individuals from drinking eitlt('r, Shrader said.
"Most people don't p:ty attcnrion to it,
and if they do, they don't take it seriou~ly or
understand the harm it can cause," Jao..ak
said.
The combination of the two will not
cause long-term damage ro an individual's
liver; hmH:vcr, the alcohol alone is responsi·
ble for thi~ type of damage. Shrader s.J.id.
Hc.alrh Services provid~ handout~ on how
to use antibiotics correctly.
They al~o offer pamphlets explaining pos·
sible effects of using alcohol when on antibiotics.
Tn addition to informing individuals of
this danger, patients are encouraged to caJI
anytime if they have questions or concerns
about antibiotics or medications of any
kind, Shrader said.
Srudents are also welcome to call rhe
pharmacy to get their concerns about mix·
ing anribiorics with alcohol addressed.
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Guitar festival features bus equipped with recording technology
BY LAURA G RiffiTH

Well-known artists from many gentes will perform con-

VERGE Rfi'OIITER

certs, including Andy Summers from The Police, Vernon

CINDY TANNEY

Reid and Kaki King, who will all three perform a show
titled "Blurring the Boundaries" at 7:30p.m. Sunday ar the
Tryon Festival Theater.
"Guitar around the Globe" will cdebrare guitar music
from around the world, which includes son;)e jazz music
"with a Brazilian flavor," Kikta said. lc will be 7
p.m. today at Foellinger Great

VERGE RfPORTI:R

Guitar music can link people together from all different
cultures and from around the world with a variety of
ro~~

,
"I rhink rhat rhe guitar is sort of emblematic of sociery," said Tammy Kikta, public
information director at the
Krannerr Center in
Urbana. ''h covers so
many genres of music."
The Universiry of Tllinois
is celebrating the wide variery
of music made by guitars this
weekend at the Krannerr
Center's Wail to Wail Guitar
Festival, Sept. 29 through
Ocr. 2.
Th1s weekend is the first time
the event will be hdd, bur Krannert hopes to have it every
other year or so, Kikta said.

HalL

·'Each concen event rakes an idea about guitar
playing and has mulriple performers in them,"
TGkta said.
Other events and aruacrions included in the
festival are various guitar workshops, free events in
Krannert's lobby, a vintage instrument display from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. today on Green Street and the John Lennon
Educattonal Tour Bus.
The bus is a rolling recording srudio, which will be open

Campus stars shine at the Undergroun~
BY BRIAN GArmAN

VERGE RlPORTIR

Eastern's underground hip-hop and soul stars
shined appropriately at first ever Hip-Hop and Soul
Night at the 7th Sueet Underground.
Tammera uPimp" Robinson, a junior soc.iaJ science
and African-American srudies major, ~expecredly
hosted the show on Sept. 22 and instantly poked fun
ac her own clothing attire and encouraged the audience to cake advantage of the fl:ee refreshments in the
back of the room.
Three Eastern students performed their original
music along wirh songs by Ludacris and Mario.
Monty Buckley, senior biology major, and J.J.
Bradley, senior music major, make up "M.J .-the
honest hip-hop and soul duo from Chicago."
They did a dance introduction to Omarion's
"Touch" and chree of rheir five songs were original.
The original tracks rhar M.J. performed were "DayDrearrung" and "Incredible." Both songs were written
this summer.
M.J. has been together for close to a year and they
performed "Ler's Dance," which is the first song they
collaborated on in December.
The duo also sang and rapped some commonly
known singles like Mario's "Let Me Love You-Remix"
with Jadakiss and T.I. along with Ludacris and Bobby
Valentino's "Pimpin' All Over The World."
"I do music out of love," Buckley said. "There's no
other reason."
Buckley tasted victory for the first time in sixth
grade at a talent show when he performed "On
Bended Knee" by Boyz II Men.
"lc's a blessing co make, write and produce music,"
Buckley said. "They are all separate talents."
The final student to perform was a singer named
Rian Jones, senior communication studies major.
Jones performed rwo original R & B songs called
"Let You In" and "Roll With It."
He started singing when he was 7 years old and has
won seven talent shows.

. ..

"Roll With It" was produced by another Eastern
student named Kareem Harris, sophomore communications major.
"J r's one of the best songs I've recorded so far,"
Jones said.
He said he will continue co work with Harris
because he has a love for music rhar they both share.
''It's a grear feeling and it makes me work harder,"
Harris said about hearing someone perform his track
on stage. "There isn't even a word ro explain it."
Jones said he has just recently started recording and
writing more seriously. He has six cracks recorded
and he said he wants ro add at least rwo more by May
to release a compact disc.
Although close ro 50 people artended the show, the
audience rarely participated, said Maurice
Brownridge, sophomore education major.
"I did nor fed the energy in the room,"
Brownridge said, but he places no blame on the performers.
"I liked the stage presence and I loved the beats,"
he said.
He said M.J. worked bard to rally the crowd's support and Jones' vocals were extraordinary, but the
people were thinking too much about the person shring next to rhem.
Money said he felt the energy because he performs
for himself and he carries his own energy.
"Sometimes it's hard to get the crowd involved,
because the arcisrs are still unproven," Jones said.
Though there was minimal participation from the
quiet, overly-laid-back crowd Jones said he saw a couplt: heads nodding and he focuses on them, while
Momy said be looks imo the crowd's faces "so they
can feel my emotion."
M.J. will perform ac Jackson Avenue Coffee on
Oct. 22.
Jones said he loves when people recognize him on
campus because he sings.
"I like the attention," he said with a grin. "I think
everybody that performs likes attention, especially
from females."

for tours from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 3 to 6 p.m. Friday
and 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 to 5 p.m. Saturday. Thursday
and Sunday, the bus will be used ro record music by six
local high school students and six students from the U of I.
Eastern students are not out of che loop on che popularity of guitar music.
"String instruments have been around for thousands of
years but people have been making m:w kinds of sounds,"
said Hank Hargis, junior French major.
Hargis starred playing the guitar two and a half
years ago and currently owns eight guitars and a
mandolin.
"I play (guiw) all the rime with anyone 1 can find,
which JS klld ofhard because there isn't really a scene in
Cbarlescon," Hargis said.
He said playing gwrar has changed his lifesryle, and it
now takes up most of his free time.
'Tm a b1g fan of country music but T play anything
that's possil?le jusr to find people to play with," Hargis
said.
The concert events at Krannerr require rickets char are
available at the Krannert Center's ticket office.
For more information and a schedule of events, visit
www. walltowallguitar.com.

BAR CRAWL:
C ON IINI (0 fROM f'M,E

1B

According to Giammarrusco, the rugby team has around
250 people each semester sign up for the bar crawl, bur he is
unsure how many actually make it to the final bar.
"By the time we get to the lase bar, consciott~ness is a good
thing," Giaromarrusco said.
Unlike Eastern's rugby club, which has a bar crawl to raise
money for their team, Richard Lesser, a senior arc major,
planned a bar aawi basically for the fun of having one.
"I started planning mine a month in advance because it
takes time ro figure everything out," Lesser said. ''You need to
figure out all the people going, chen get the money for the
shirts and put the orders in."
Lesser's bar crawl, "to alcohol: the cause of and solution co
all of life's problems," was inspired by a quote from Homer
Simpson and 60 people attended.
According ro Lesser, he plans to continue making his bar
crawl a semester tradition while anending Eastern and hopes
someone will keep his tradition going after he graduates. The
only thing he is going to consider changing is choosing a date
where they will have more time to go to all the bars.
"My plan was to go ro all the bars 1 put on the shin," Lesser
said. "I didn't realize that it takes drunk people a Long time to
move from bar to bar."
The rugby team plans the dare for their bar crawl based on
their game schedule.
"We ay ro plan our bar crawl on a day when we have a
good game scheduled," Giammarrusco said. "Then we would
have our bar crawl proceeding the game."
With bar crawls ranging anywhere from a dozen people to
CNet a hundred, many bars become crowded which disrupts
any chance of having a nice conversation and makes it difficult
for non-bar crawl patrons to get a drink from the bar; Roc's
Black Front has implenred a policy to concroJ this problem.
"We don't allow any bar crawls on our bottom floor because
it is our restaurant part," said Nare Haynes, general manager
of Roes. "We do though allow bar crawls to visit our upstairs
bar."
On the ocher hand, students don't seem to mind being
interrupted by a bar crawl.
"I don't mind at all when l am at a bar and a group from a
bar crawl comes in,"' said Nicole Livengood, junior family and
consumer scien~ major. "T think they improve the atmosphere
of the bar."
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11IE UPTOWNE.R
623 MONROE AVE.
MONDAY-FRIDAY 4 P.M.-1 A.M.
SATURDAY 11:45 AM.-1 A.M.
SUNDAY 11:45A.M.-11 P.M
Atmophn-(': The Uprowner can be the definition of a 'chill bar'
one moment, but the:: next moment you could find yourself pumping your fists in the air to the live band. Grab a seat at the: bar or
booth nearby and enjoy some drinks with friends. and while you're
ar it, play a song from one:: of the most comprehensive jukd>oxc:s
you will ever encounter. In the back of the main room, there's a
stage set up for m:my planned live shows. In the side room, there
arc pool rabies, which there are tournaments for on Tuesday, and
foosball, which has tournaments on Thursday. Cheap b«r and c:;omfonable booths make for a good time. 1,mless you're really itching ro
dance that badly. As Jeff Miller, senior geography major. put it,
"Uptowner is good if you want a more rdaxed and less in-your-face
experience."

IKE'S

409 LINCOLN AVE.
MONDAY-TI-IURSDAY
8P.M.-1AM.
FRIDAY 3 P.M.-lA.M.
SATIJRDAY lPM-lAM.
AhnospiJn-(': Ike's, one of the
oldest bars at Eastern, is also well
known for it's Greek presence as
Marrin McNicholas, a senior
corporate communications
major, said, "It's :t frat bar."
While you are sure to probably
run into a Greek or rwo, it isn't
as bad as some h:tvc: made it out
to be. The slim bar is srill able to
cram in booths and the always
necessary pool rablc.

MARlYS
1666 POUllTH ST.

MONDA.Y-SATURDAY ll.A.M.-1 A.M.
Almosphm: Many's, named after former MLB and EIU pitcher
Marty Pattin. has the distinct claim of being the only bar located
directly on campus Just a hop and a slcip (no need for a jump),
away &om me Phystcal Science Building, Many's .is a bar for pretty
much everyone. Marty's 1S known for thor Wednesday ladies' night
and weekend 4-o'clock dub. The tiny dance floor always seems to
be busy playing an eclectic mix of music. The music at Marty's is
one of the reasons Amy Bissinger, senior English major, loves the
place, •Where else can you $ing the wom counuy or rock songs
known to man and be free to admit that you seemly love them?"
If that's not your thing then there are pool tables in me back. and
booths around the: building to recuperate in.

ICY MUG
428 W STATE ST.
MONDAY-SA1URDAY
3 P.M.-I .A.M.

Almosphn-r. The farthest bar from campus may be: worth the trip for some with

MOTHFJl'S
NEXT TO MIKE 8c STAN'S ON MONROE AVE.
AND FIFill ST.
OPEN 11iURSDA.Y..sA11JRDAY (HOURS VARY)
Atmosphm-. lfyou thought thar Marty's got packed
on Wednesdays. wait until you go to Mothers on
Thursdays. Mother's has most of chc amemtic:s that you
would expect out Q[ a bar, but dimgard those because
the: main anracnon there as danc.:iug. That$ right,
Mother's mtght as well change its name to EIU Dana:
Party 2K5. Find a spQt on the: floor and break it down
with the good and nor so good dancers of Eastem.
Rachel DasC.blc:r, a senior indusuial technology major,
feels that Mother's is "one of the few bars that still has a
club like atmosphere, Mother's is the new Sru's." Be
careful though the place can get so mind bQgglingly hot
that you'd think you were trying to "qn" weaght fOr a
fighr m the UF.C. which may llS well be true llS witnC"3Sed by the large police presence. ourside at l a.m.

FRIEND'S & CO.
509 VAN BUREN AVE.
MONDAY-SATIJRDAY 9P.M.-lA.M.
Annosplm-r. Friends, as many already know, recently
underwent a managem~nt change. It is hard ro really
describe the place as it just reopened and srill 1sn'r
completely opc:n, (the whole hack area i:> undergoing
rcnovarions mcluding a new stage which :!ohould be
open, soon). The new owners have dd1nirdy cleaned
up the place, but thar isn'r enough for some students
like Thoma.~ Stevens, junior English ma.jor, who said
rhar "fresh paint does nor make a good bar or a bar
good." The bar is srill having open mic night on
Wednesday, cheap PBR on Saturday and now jazz
night on Thursdays. Tm1c will tell how studencs
accept the changes, bur it is srlll way too early co say.
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their infamous Thursday 50-ant draft
night. Besides cheap beer, this bar also has
cheap food deals. While some students
THE STATION
611 MONROE AVE.

may fear the unknown, i.e. Charleston res-

idents, at Icy Mug. it really is no big <bl,
we're all here to get drunk. The bar has
pool table.s, a jukebox and television sets,
and mcJdcmally, one televJSion· was acrually showmg "The Real World" during the
last visit. See how harmless the place is? To
funher aid drunken college srudents the
bar has karaoke on Fnday mghts &om 9
p.m.-1 a.m. Jason Adamiec thinks that Icy
Mug is "a good bar to go to 1f yQU want to
drink cheap beer and enJoy your personal
space without th~ crowds "

TIJESDAY-SA11JRDAY 5 P.M.-1 A.M.
AnMsphn-(': Get enough alcohol in some people and rhey think
they can do anything, like sing, which is very apparent at The
Sracion. Every Thursday through Saturday from 9 p.m.-1 a.m. is
karaoke rime ar The Station. While there are orhcr amactions at
The Station, like pool and $1 Busch Ughr drafts (which may be a
good reason the bar attracts a lot of Charleston residenrs), karaoke
i:> what sets this bar apart. Amanda Miller, junior theater major,
feel~ that ·'The Station is fun because it has karaoke, but basic.u.Jy
it is a walk in and sing. and then walk out kind of bar."
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MIKE AND STAN'S
CORNER OF MONROE AYE. .AND
FIFTH ST.
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY- EARI..Y10 P.M.
THURSDAY-FRIDAY EARLY-1 A.M.
SA11JROAY-6AM-1 A.M.

Atmospbtrrr. Mike and Stan's, located
next ro Morher\ can be qtute the contrast.
Mike and Stan's is more of a sit-down type
of bar with mtplc seanng Wh.u rc:allv sets
Mike and ~tan's apart from other barl> 1
rhl· sto~ lltstde the b<tr. From thiS store
you can buy cigarettes, akohol (actual
cases) and snacks The bar opens early so
get your kicks when you wam. The bar
also coincidcmally tends to fill up on
Thursdays It's not a student favorite
though. as was evident when trying to get
people to talk about rhe bar.

SroRY BY CREe WAtKFR VfRG[ RFI'OR I£R
PHOT~ BY KTRRY ICRVTSI~G£11
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JERRY'S
1508 FOURTH ST.
MONDAY-SATIJRDAY 7 P.M.-I A.M.
SUNDAY 7 P.M.- 11 P.M.
Atmosphn"(': Jerry's. located underneath Jcrcy's Pizza, is not a bar
where you go to drt:Ss to impress. h is a bar where srudc::nts fed
free ro show up in jeans and a t-shirt and hang around in a comfortable environmenr. AS Maggie Bitautas, senior psyChology
major, puts it, "Jerry's is cool bcause it's really laid back and has a
very friendly atmosphere." Don't think thar there won't be any
bumpin' and grindin' going on though. On the weekends, the
place can rend to fill up with students of all ages.

